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l
William IWeisplantel
Introduction

IN THE PREINDUS;RIAL periodrriost people were farmers or ,nomads
rather than city dwellers. Clothes, tools, housing were handmade by
users. The preindustrial city was small and supplied intangibles such
as religion and political control to the rural populatlion. The preindustrial clty was stable, had an elite and a proletariat with no •
middle class, and depended on tradition. Its institutions were not
rational, and were unique to each city. For example, leach city !pad
its own set of coins and measures and might indeed have several
,sets.'
'
Th~ industrial city was made possible when those "living on the
land produced an agricultural surplus. Farm machinery maqle in the
, city further increased agiicultural productivity and furt~er freed
people for urbanization. l\1ost city workrrs engaged ipmass production, while others learned specializtd for/:llS'of service. '['he liesulting
social- and economic mobility weakened kinship ties. The large
metropolitan area, where a massive labor force was lConcentrated,,'
became the ultimate urban'form during this period.
The PC?stindu~trial city is the spatial arrangement of an economy
which has successively seeR its agricultural, manufaiCturing, and
more recently.. its sewice sector automated. This automation frees
people to leave the qig city, just as aut~ation of agriculture freed
people to leave the farms. City people are able to return to the fanl1s,
stay in the industrial ';city as spectators, or fom1 postincllustrial cities.
The indivipual is priinarily a consumer rather than pr9ducer in the
future city! Free of the demands of mass production aqd the logical
communicktion needed to conduct industry and comJinerce in the
style of th~ industrial city, residents of the postindus~rial city can
, r~vive some of the more comfortable features of the preindustrial
~~,

•

-

"

I,

I

We examine here whether the postindustrial city 'Iis desirable.
/'
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The average household in this country is expected, by the year 2000,
to enjoy twice the real income it now has. It is time we asked future
pay chpck recipients if they will prefer to retain their present average
income but work half as long for jt. Do these contributing experts
on cities and styles of life propose meaningful alternatives to the occupational way of life? In other wonfs., this collection ignores Doth'
sides qf' the debate over whether automation wiIl replace employment by investigating whether it should. If a society ,whose members a~e mainly occupied with living and.: consuming rather than
making a living and producing seems worthwhile, assuming we can
afford !it economically, then- automation.-c"an be maximized with
. more confidence.
:, .
•
. The first three articles concern the g.evelopmental process by
which a society's cities evolve from preindustrial to postindustrial
functions. John Price shows.that residents on both sides of a border
separating n4tions in contrasting stages of developm~tare enriched
in different ways by border-crossing forays. Robert Riley argu~s that
small towns a~dvillages, bypassed during t~period of industrialization and formation of large metropolitan ar s, should be renewed
fbr the future. John Friedmann shows that nation cannot develop
economically without forming large cities. I en further developed,
a nation reaches a trans-urban stage, with citiy size a matter of taste,
not economic necessity.
I
Sketches of Auckland, New Zealand, by Gerhard Rosenberg, and
of Clovis, New Mexico, by Windell Kilmer and Mark Miller, reveal
residents of thes~ contemporary cities turning to beaches and Jain
forests where these are available, or motor-promenading where wide
streets are the local resource. Donald Finkel, the poet, lea,ves ~he
contemporary metropolis burning under debris and garbage.
There are five articles dealing with fu~ure citi~. Eldridge Lovelace discloses whp.t student city planners pave}n store for us. Steve
Baer rails against "energy freaks" who 'are blind to such organiq
wonders as paternity. Eduardo Lozano contends that the true postl
industrial city is a linear region of large centers. Daniel Cook, by ,
contrast, urges tha~ Megalopolis is obsolete, and that postindustrial!
urbanity would be in one hundred new cities, many to be built onl
federal lands in the west. John' McHale derives a postindustrial
city (s) to fit the diversity and mobility capabilities of modem man.
If you reflect on all these articles together as J have, you notice
. they propose different future ideal forms: an urban region two hundred miles in diameter; new cities of 500,000 t03 million population; a return to villages; and more. Yet a recurring them~ is that
I

~
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each city.will 1pe"~o~ highly specialized than i~ the ,'ast. 1J1is imPlies. a smaller citYr and one that is easily understood anG enjoyed
from eye level.
I
These writers sh' w little interest in technology for its own sake,'
though sevdal rel on it to clear slums, build new dties, provide
accessibility. and c mmunications over great distanc~s: The only
advocate fora scientific utoJPia is Steve Baer, and hel sp"eaks for a
low-voltage one. ~is collection generally neglects p~~t cities and
\cultures as models forthe fu.ture. Indeed, John Price anf! John Fried\mann categorically state tl;1at development to the J?ostindustrial
-~tage is an improvement. Therefore I recommend thatlpostindustrial planners read Charles Mountford's Ayers Rock (19615)' The Aus~
tralian aborigines portrayed there enjoy more satisfying interpreta~
tions of geology than does the typical Grand Cknyon visitor. We
can learn frQm Andrew Acoya,.a graduate in architecture from the
University of New Mexico, who, in proposing new housing for his
own LagQna Ptteblo, drew on Indian traditions in housing rather
th~n innovations from th~ comtemporary city.
Do these articles, taken together, offer values an~ avocations
in lieQ of empIQyme~t? Do they imply that autom tion should
be stimulated or retarded? These writers, in general, r jectpresent
urban values such as the diverse, metropolis even mor finally than
they reject history. They see postindustrial man in pmsuit of fulfillment: o~ a freeway to Baja, in a holiday caravan in Mew Zealand,
driVing through Glovis. They do not make clear what the man of the
future wiII do when 'he arrives at his destination. 1 choose :to read'
- the articles on tHe developmental: process as suggesting one main
pQsti.ndustri~l. gOql: aidi~g those in the less d~v~lopedl nations and
--depnved portIons MnatIons, so they too may Jom m o~r mad postindustrial pursuit of a new fulfillment. For example, D<znis Blackett
and his group, known as Housing Innovations Inc., aIie doing this
within the Boston ghetto by helping low-income blacks become
home-owners.
.
.. Another postindustrial goal that this volume offers is Ibt.ritding the
cities and routes extolled here: new clusters of tin-roof~d adobes; a
'Boston to Washington monorail; Cosmopolis, where everyone is a
capitalist; Experimental City, where one Can try on a new li£e style,
and others. What postindustrial man dods in these delightful places
. and vehicles is his business.
.
Let me extend thanks to Mary Adams, who suggested that I edit
aq issue Qn urban topics, and those who helped with Ithe editing,
especially Joseph Frank and J.eanne Weismantel.
.
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./ohn A. Price .

Tijuana: A Study of Symbiosis
A Mexican city"located on the U.S. border prospers through tourism
and hand-me-qowns. Californians find outdoor recreation and cuI·
. tural co~trast south of the border, but are disappointed if they
search there for apast utopia based on love without materialism.
.

;',

AN AVERAGE 'OF 29,qoo Americans a day ~ross into Baja California at
the Tijuana Borderl: 85% of these are tourists; the remaining 15%
. 'visit relatives or conduct business. Some 34,000 Mexicans cross into
.Southern California every day to work, to shop, and to visit their
American kin. The traffic shows only slight seasonal Chang~, in·
dicating the importance of continuing relationships. In 196 the
fewest crossings were in winter (20.9% 'of annual U.S. cros'ngs,
.23.4% of the aliens~) and the greatest number in summer (28·9%
of U.S" 28.1 % of a l i e n ) . .
. .
Thd border is a. IPeeting place of two civilizations, each, to the
degree of their difference, exptic to the other. This difference be·
tween' the civilizations leads t9 a mutually advantagepus exch;ange
of goods and services so important that many Qrdinary law~ are
disregarded and Ja special informal "border town law" is crekted.
Border crossing station procedures evolve as a compromise betWeen
border town law and national law, and officials use a loose working
definition of national customs and immigration laws. The border
crossing stationbecoines a kind of neutral screening zone, al~ost a
third country, where only the official staff are the assured citizens.
The citizenship of everyone else is questioned and ordinary civil ~
rights are abandoned to such an extent that the border staff have
full rights to search a person's body and to seize his goods without a
. warrant. Being at the periphery or frontier of its own civilization,
the border town tends to be relatively free from legal restraints. It
can therefore ,capitalize on catering to the needs of the people from
the neighboring yet differing society.
Jrhhe are pressures for and against this regional andinternationaf
exdblmge. The different productivity, climate, and level of economic
development of the two countries provide a real basis for exchange.
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PreSsures that oppose exchange come from language hIrriers, differing business practices, protective immigration laws, 'import-export
restrictions, and other factors. Mexicans and Americans find difficulty in harmonizing their divergent values, but compromises are
being workedout so thatthe American and Mexic~n societies in· the
border area, while djstinct, are developing a symbiIDsis or. interdependency. A striking feature of this symbiosis is that it is occur-ring between Mexico, a country moving from a preindustrial' to an
industrial ,stage, and the U.S., a country moving from an industrial
c
,to a postindustrial stage.
. Northern Mexroi~ industrializing more rapidly than any other
region of Mexico This change is takiI1g place in the shadow of a
postinqUstriar civ izati?lJ. Mexico respects the mat~rial wflJt~ and
pQw,er of the U.S., whIle the U.S. respects the premdmstnal Image
. ofi~lo}V, leisured life within communities where people are significant to each other as unique individuals. But neither society wholly _
a~ce~ts .the other. i.When Americans see the industrializing and
.commercial bdrder ,cities, they accuse these cities o~ not being
lypically Mexican. 1fhe American wants to see the Jeisulrely town
ofhis imaged Mexido. In fact, Americans seek out and eventually
force the commercialization of the Mexican towns that come closest
to their image. Postindustrial Americans want an artfml life at an
affluent level. Industrializing Mexicans want wealth', and f>ower
-without losing their primary communities.
: .
'f
While cultural adaptation is a t\\:"o-way street in this case, with
Mexican culture and soc~etyhavingan impact on America, the fact
that America is the economically dominant partner predlisposes that
Mexican Qllture wilJ.change more than American cultufre and that
Mexicans
generally be forced into socially subordin~te roles VISa-vis Americans. lilis inequality is the basis for much df the stress
and poor adjustm~nt (i.e.,·poor social and psychological, health) in
the symbiosis. The crime rate in Tijuana appears to be partially correlated with this adaptive stress' but appears to be de~ldning as
the two economic systems approach equality. Althoughl figures on.
crime in T0juana are: difficult to obtain, there seems to bee a progres:
si\1e declin<:r in the per capita."crime rate since the 1940's,lin spite of
{.
the tremenoous increase in the size of the city, itself a factor that is
ge[ierally correlated with a rising crime rate. .
.
{n the rapidly growing citY a decade or even a year m~y' pn;:>d,ce
grliat adaptive cultural ~hifts. The Tijuanese are filled with the sense
of change, are excited by its possibilities. By drawinghn American
affluence, the HOpulation has more than doubled during each of the

will

\

,
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last three decades. New ar s, ~new crafts, new services, and new in·
dustries are everywhere. TH Tijuanese are creative in langHage so '
that neologislps which defy a raditional span~'i h dictionary flOl.~rish ,
in their speech. The city has r ceived migran s from all of Mexico )'
so that a greater racial diversity and an accept, nee of that diversity .
is now very evident.'
,
While t'he sentiment exists that borrowing degrades the pu ty of
pl;istine cultures, 'the historical fact is that the most incorpo tive
cultures have been the most cr41tive ~nd most adaptive in their
survival and growth. Tijuana borrows heavily from Ameri¢an cuI·
ture, but the process of incorpor~ting does not produce ani Arne&can culture in Mexico but a third and unique culture by the syncretic continuation of American and Mexican elements. Tijuana's
lpcation at the border of Mexico, its fmntier trad~tions, its recently
arrived an4 div~rse po~u!ation, it~ ~osting of I?ill~ons of Ameri,cans
annually, and Its transItIonal pOSItIon betweep tqe large MexIcanAmerican population of California and the m~inHmd Mexicans are
all major factors in its cultural adaptation and creativity.
Looking at the' history of Tijuana, we ca~ see how this catering to
the needs of richer neighporing Californians has developed from a
small business to a major industry. By 1840 Ranchero de Tijuana
was the la"rgest of six cattle rane
, hat merged into one, thus
forming a smal.! pueblo. A cus ms port was. established at the
pueblo q>f Tijuana in 1874 to c lect revenue on the traffic headed
toward Ensenada. "By 1889 T' ana could display the baths of the
Tia Juana Hot Springs HOtel· t AgJa Caliente, a cemetery, the
customs house, a school, an adoD church, the curio store ... and
the ranches. . . . The beginning village consisted of some twenty
buildings, grouped along a sandy street on the bank of the river."l ,
When the U.S. prohibited liquor in the 1920'S, Tijuana grew
rapidly as Americans were attracted initially by ayailability of al-,
coholic beverages. Prostitution soon flourished in response to the
tastes of these American tourists. Although horse racing and gambling go back to the early 1920'S, the large race track and gambling
casino did not open .until 1929,' on the fringe of Tijuana at Agua
Caliente. Gambling is also legal today in Tijuana in connection
with dog racing and jai alai.
•
The legends about Tijuana multiplied during World War II.
The large body of military men stationed around San} Diego endowed Tijuana with th'e reputation of being one of world's )Vicked.
est cities. To~ gambling facilities, bars, and brothels, wit~ their
1

•

±
1
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predominantly young, military, or college student 'patrons, are still
in Tijuana. The race tracks are busy. However, Mexicans ar~uch
busier ~catering to the needs of a new group of Califprnians, the
family tourists.·~e.city that .American tourists no\y visit stretChes
from the coasteastwai-d along the U.S.-Mexico border for 15 miles
a the R~.driguez Dam area. Tijuana's population was 21,000 in .
. 94°; 58.,000 in 1~.?0; an~ 165?000 in 1960, with 65~. born outside
f the stat8!0f Baja CaMorilla. In August 1968, TIJuan"a ,had an
,stimated population <:>f 320,000 and the highest minirimm wage
Jevel in Mexico (40 ,pesos or. $3.20 per day in the city and 34 pesos .
~r$2'72 per day out~Ide the CIty)._·
.
The major factor in the growth of Tijuana and of BajaCC]lifornia
is its profimity to Southern California, which has an estimated'1968 ,
population of 12.7 million and which had a gross product of $43 '
billiqn in 1965"':'I;Ilor~. than double that of the entire Re~blic of '
. Mexico.2 \ Over 95% of the cars driven 'by U.S. citizens whb enter'
Tijuana have! California licen;se plates, so we are mainly \talking
.about C~lifornians and their guests. Forty per cent of the tourists.
are, estined for Avenida Revolucion and other general tqurism;
i 25 . "go to the spectaculars, such as horse r,acing, dog racing, bull
: ! figh
and jai alai; 20% go on to Ensenada or tO$parts of Baja~
. Cali ornia other than Tijuana. To show the impact on Tijuana,
sam city facil~ties can ,be listed: 93 hotels and moteJs, 120 restaurant, 65 bars, i,an 18,00o-seat horse- and dog-racing stadium, two
bull ings with capacities of 10,200 and 23,000 and a jai alai st~dium~
Ensenada has 47 motels and hotels, 35 restaurants, 30 bars, 1'9~tFailer I
parIl:s, and 51 boats ",hich make regular trips on the Pacific carrying [
i

f

1"

i

fish~ng enthusias~s.

i

~

.

I

Baja California is being used by· Californians as al vast park, and I
its interior is now a favorite camping ground for those with four-'
wheel drive vehicles. A paved highway runs down the Pacifie Coast
for 140 miles, and then unpaved roads stretch for another 500 miles
until the paved roads that run north from La Pa~ are reached. A<;:- .
cording to Mexico's Bureau of Tourism there is pressure from •.
California naturalists and conservationists to keep the 500 miles unpaved, preserving Baja California as a primitive natural area. However, the fI)ad to San Quintin is now being paved, adding about 52
miles of pavement, and a land development company is buiIciling a
shopping center and leasing house lots near the beach.
'Leasing lots is a stratagem. According to the Mexican Constitution'l foreigners cannot own r~l estate· within' 50 kiIo~ters. (31
.
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of a sea coast or within 100 kilometers of an international
border. Since Baja California is extremely narrow (its ,average width
is 70 miles) and long (750 miles), this excludes most of the peninsula from foreign ownership, lea,ving only a center s~rip, which
averages eight miles in width, open to foreign ownersh~p. Still, by
long term liberal lease arrangements and by the new interpretation
of an old law, foreigners are allowed to pm;chase pr~perty with
usufruct, the right to use and enjoy. Californians are now rapidly
acquiring property rights along the coasts. The prqperlJ is usually
leased for 99 years and may be passed on to heirs without probate
until the end of the lease. Between Tijuana and Ensenada homes
are being erected and mobile homes and trailers are being moved .
into five major settlements of Americans. A mobile home brought
into Mexico needs no Mexican licensing and usually involves no
import taxes when it is used as' a residence. Foreigners who want to
live in retirement in Mexico are given special consideration. There
is a pensionista status for foreigners with permanent income which'
allows them to bring in their household goods and automobile free
from import duties. The Mexican government also makes it easy
for affluent Americans to enjoy visiting Tijuana and Baja California.
Americans can drive into Baja without bonds, auto insurance, .or
Mexican driver's license. Mexico allows them to enter as tourists
freely for up to 12 5 kilometers and for 3 days. With proof of citizen- .
>ship, a U.S. citizen can obtain in a few minutes a permit to travel
anywhere in Mexico for six months.
. &lIn 1933, because of the Depressionand the repeal of Prohibition,
~ijuana and Ensenada were declared to be free peflmeters With the
privilege of bringing in foreign goods without duties. Later this
privilege was extended to the entire.peninsula. Today, while many
articles have been removed from the free list, most foreign products
that would interest tourists can be imported without duties and resold at lower rates than are available in the U.S. Free port status is
also an aid to the Mexican consumer in Baja California because he
does not have to pay Mexican duty on such consumer items as most
food and clothing and on used cars that are five or more yearsi old.
Limitations come more from U.S. Customs regulations and Califor, 'nia laws than from Mexican regulations, though duty-free importation into the U.S. is allowed for souvenirs valued under $100.
Ris'difficult to collect accurate data on commerce and 'industry
in Tijuana because of the high proportion of small operations which
do not register ·with the Chambers of Commerce or Industry. The
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manufacture of goods for sale to tourists typically takes place in ,
. s~ops that are within or attached to private homes. Paper and plastic flowers. velvet paintings, leather goods. and pinaf;as are typically
made in private homes. while wrought iron objects, plaster statuary~
~ andglassware'are made in larger shops. Produced in large quantiti~
foi' a mass market. ~he competition in small-s~le hand-crafting has
,led to soine excellent workmanship and creaitivity in even sJ.1ch
mundane areas as papier mache pinatas.
I
Even more,than manufacturing, retailing and services are pre-:
dominantly small operations. Tijuana has several professional beg..;
gar~. qhildren sell gUrt;l or newspap~rs. shine shoes, and{lean c~rs,
whIle street vendors WIth carts sell Ice cream;steamed ta:~os, frUIts,
soft drinks. and steamed com on the cob. some~endors simply
buy a case of the fruit that is in season and then carry~t around
asking people to buy. These itinerant' salesm.ena persistent and,
high pressurel,ong Mexicans as well as among tou ·sts.
The prices a d the variety of goods. combined, th easy access!
and easy ent . lure military personnel from San Diega, affluent\
Angelenos. an industrial workers from Southern California. to'l
. shop in Tijuan~. The most cons,istent and sophisticated shoppers,
however, are Mexican-Americans who are U.S. citizens. There are
about two million Spanish-surnam~ people in California. These!
shoppers corne south for medical care. haircuts and beauty parlor!
services, photographic equipment. clothing, auto repairs. and many Ii
other labor intensive goods and services that are 50% to 60% cheaper:
in Tijuana than in San Diego. The Tijuana Chamber of Commerce,
estimates that foreign visitors spent $60 million in the city in 1967'
.
, Mos~ of the average dollar spent by a tourist in Tijuana is eventually r~penf by Mexicans in Southern California. Housewives cross
the border to brly chickens, lard, beans, rice, eggs, potatoes. and
other food items that ~re less expensive in the U.S. Mexican retail-'
ers and Iwholesalers Imtchase heavily in the U.S., in part simply because of the relativ.e inaccessibility of the markets of interior Mexico. In 1967 an estimated $76.7 million was spent by Mexicans in
San Diego County, while San Diego firms sold more ~han~$lOo'mil- \
lion worth of goods in Baja Califomia. More than one-half of "the
goods consumed in Baja California are imported, predominantly'
from the U.S. The following figures detail the average total'IJ:.lonthly
consumption. in ten thousands of dollars. in Tijuana and 'Mexicali
in I9Q2, aSI well a.s the pr?portion of that consumption which is imported from outSIde MeXICO:
"
.'

I
1,
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Monthly Consumption of Foreign Products
in Tijuana and .Mexicali in 19628
.. Total
Consurnption
Percentage·
Imported
(lX. $10,000)
Transportation equipment \
114
99·9%
20
Paper and paper products
83. 0
Machinery and appliances
68,3
1
9
Other'manufacturesJ
64-9
54
Foom, Drinks; and Tobacco
62·7
644
Garments
58.8
91
(
Footwear
39
5°·4
Non7MetaIIic mineral products
43.0
57,
. Metallic Products
42 .7
57
• Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals
161
4°·3
Textiles
6
37·9
22
18.0
Magazines and books
Fuels and lubricants
"12.8
199
Totals
54.0 %
1,555
Tijuana is also a market for used and waste goods from an affluent'
California. A culture operating a,t a much lower economic level can
raise its standard of living simply by putting discards to use. In the
1940's San Diego's airplane inrlustry unwittingly helped tb build
several hundred homes in Tijuana through its discards-packing
cases of airplane engines from the eastern U.S. I saw a large cardboard box that served as siding for a house in an Indian village in
Baja California. The. printing on it read, "This is another IBM
computer." A strange sight in Tijuana is some 2~0 mQstly empty
houses on a hilI in the La Presa area. The subd vider purchased.
abandoned barracks from Miramar Air Base in C liforni~, moved
them to La Presa, cut them into small houses, placed them on hilI
sites, and put them up for rent at $25 a month. Despite this low.
rent, only a few families moved in, because the area is far from
Tijuana Center and because there' is no eIectricity~piped water,
sewers, or paved ,streets. -5econd~hand American houses are transported to Tijuana in great number. The clearing out of old houses
for urban renewal, for freeways, ang. f9r military projects is constant
in San Diego, especially of those ouses which do not meet San _
Diego's housiqg code. Suc;h' a hou e costs the ~overs about $300
purchase price, $700 to $1000 m ving fee, an~ $140 in imI?0rt

!
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duties. There is a special crossing west of the main. gate fdr houses,
with areas on both sic}es of the border to park houses.Used cars, used appliances, and used furniture are also purchased
in Southern California. SometimeS sucp items are hand-me-downs
from Mexican-Americans in the U.s. C~lifomians today make wide
use of Tijuana car upholstery business~s that seem to have developed initially to repair the seat covers of used cars purchased in the

U.S.
A less happy result of the interaction of the two cultvres is' that
prostitution is the highest paying form of employment lor women
in Tijuana. Depending on the clientele and the numbe~f con. traqts, these women make from a few dollars a month to s.ral hun-.
dred. f\ssuming an average net income of $3 per contr;1ct' and an
average of 30 contracts a month, a prostitute earns $90 plus an additional $60 per month from her B-girl and dime-a-dance receipts. J
estimate that in July, 1968 there were about 1000 p.rostitutes in
Tijuana. Of these, some 300 cater at least partially,to foreign
clientele. However, prostitution is being reduced by the' growth .of
family tourism, the decline in numbers of salesmen, the expansion
of jobs for \vomen, and strongJlressure £nom the Tijuanese themselves. Still, there is no law against prostitution, thougli there is a
fed~r~l law against the procurer or lia*orl between customer and
prostItute..
Moreover, industries that are not dependent on the tourist trade ~j
are beginning to play."a larger role in the economy of Tijuana.
Cigarettes, paints, iron and steel goods, and c10thingare wade from
basic materials in Tijuana, and the city Ihas assembly plants for !
clothing and electroJ:lic parts sent, from the U.S. The average daily
earnings of manufacturing workers in 1968 is about $27 in Los'
Angeles, about $6 in Tijuana, and about $4 for industr~l workers
in all Mexico. Thus th~ worker in Tijuana is closer to t,h~,' golden
goose. Many Ivt:exicans get even closer by crossing int&. the U.S.
ev¢ry day, though U.S policy has recently become stringent in
r~1 lating the flow of eople and unwanted goods. In" order to
en erthe U.S., Mexican citizens must now'either obtain a'Mexican
pa sport with a U.S. vi a, which bIkes from one day to apout two
years depending on th type of visa; or obtain a border crossing
card, which takes abou a year to secure, is limited to residents of
the border area, and res riets travel to 150 miles within the U :S. for
three days; or enter ille ally, as several thousand l\1exicans do annually,.though many of tpem are caught and returned to Mexico.
Despite such difficultirs, Mexicans enter by the thousands. About
J
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10% of the Tijuaneseenter the U.S. each day. At the l:;ttest count
there 'were 8,
.Mexicans with "pennanent resident aFen" visas
('~green cards") a owed to immigrate into the U.S. But instead of
immigrating, they ontinue to reside in Tijuana and, in effect, use
the card as a pe it to work in the U.S. They thus serve as a
population that is solid-' link between U.S. and Mexican culture
and they contribute very heavily to the ecbnomy of Tijuana, With
an average hous~hold of abput six, they give direct support to some
48,300 people. The "multiplier effect" of. spending and respending
this additi0t:tal income within the community is very great ecause
high U.S. wages are being spent in an area wifh low wages. A multiplier of two would be a conservative estimate. Even so, the verage
commuting green card worker provides sUppor:f: directly a indio
rectly for about ·twelve Tijuanese. And, according to the ijuana
Chamber of Commerce, a green card worker makes about $80 a
week. . '
When we subtract the 8,050 green card workers from the 3~ooo
Mexicans crossing daily into the U.s., we have 25,950 aliens who
are entering on border crossing cards ("blue cards") issued to
pennlment residents of Mexico who live near the border. A blue "
card a;Jlows a 72-hour yisit within 150 mil~s of the border and' it is
not a working permit. Perhaps as many as !two or three thousand of
these blue card workers have jobs in theU .~. I have talked to dozens
of people who know of maids, cooks, cleaning men, agricultural
workers, .and others who hold only blue cards and who work in the
San Diego area. Certainly they too make some contribution to the
income of Tijuana.
. These people with a Mexican heritage who work in the U.S. or
are citizens of the U.S. are contributing greatly to the symbiosis
taking place in the border area. They tend to adapt to an industrial
style of life but to retain strong cultural ties with M~xico. These ties
and the commerce based on them have helped to integrate the
border zone of northern Mexico with the southwestern U.S., and
they add to that area's ethnic divetsity.
Sin<re, however~ these people cross from a less highly developed
jeconomy, they can present a problem to the more developed economy. For instance, some Mexicans adm~tted as citizens may not be
able tal support themselves in the U.S: and become welfare cases.
Thus, in order to secure a pennanent resident visa, most aliens are
. required to have an affidavit of support from a U.S. citizen. The
Ian Diego ~ounty Welfare Rolls recently revealed that 701 perma-
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nentlresident aliens were receiving combined federal, state, and local
relief of. $397,000 a year. In October 1967 George Rosenberg, District Director of the U.S. Immigration Service, said that few of the
800,000 aliens in California had sponsors who might be iheld accountable for support, and that he doubted that such affidavits were
, legally ~bindipg. In' response, the U.S: ~tate Department in~tructed
" U.S. consular officials in Mexico to be mOre careful in issuing'visas.
Furtper, the influx of workers from the less developed e'conomy
may eventu~lly hurt wor~ers in .the more a1vanc;ed. Thelnore advanced then 'acts to're~tnct the mflux. There has been od1ya 2.7%
increase in the nqp1ber of crossings made by Mexicans' in the past
. five years. Considering that there has been an (fstimated )0% increase in Tijuana's population: between the end of 1962 (2t?0,000)
and the beginning of 1968 (300,000), this is an extremely small .
increase. It reflects more restrictive U.S: policies, part;icularly the
elimination of the "bracero" or Mexican agricultural worker program. Also, U.S. Senate Bill 2790 requires that permanent I;e,sident
a1iens be admitted to the U.S. only for those areas which the Sec,,r~tary of Labor has certified would not be. adversely affected in
· ~.
'ges and working conditions.
.
; With sd much interchange between two differing cultures it is
nit surprising that many problems have arisen for the six million
pIe whp live in the vicinity of the border. These problems reqJire atterition by both national governments. In April 1966, the
P~esidents of the United States and Mexico created the U.S.-Mexico
B¢rder Commissio~ to help solve such problems. There is also an
annual Border Cities conference of public 9fficials from the cities
on both,·sides of the border. In January'1968, this group went on
record as opposing U.S. Senate Bil12790' .
.'
Ties between Southern California and Tijuana have developed
through several cooperative associations. La Asociacion Cultural de
La.s ~alifor~i.as. holds .annual aca? emi~ conferenc~s, altern
. a~ing.
meetmgs be een MeXICO and CalIfornia. The Mexican-Amencan
Neighb~)Iho d Association and the:; International Labor Affa~rs COordinating .ommittee (with metnbers in both San. Diego and
Tijuana) are/helping to provide funds for a school to be hl;lilt,by the
residents of ~. Tijuana neighborhoojd. Another volunteer schaol in a
colonia east of Tijuana is being helped by an informal group in San
Dieg(}'-Sevepl orphanages receive American' support. An example
of internatipnal cooperation was the bringing under control by."
1968 of a serere rabies epidemic that began in 1966. Cent~s to vac-
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cinate or to destroy dogs were s<:;t up in Tijuana, TecatF, Mexicali
and San Luis del Rio Colorado with an initial $73,000 M¢xican fund
~nd a $97,000 grant from the V.S. Public, Health Setvice.
These areas of mutual aid and cooperaTIon are evidence that two
civilizations at differei:lt economic levels, with differjng values and
languages, can achieve a wOllking relationship which is mutually
beneficial. The industrializing Mexican society acq\iires the wealth
and knowledge of the more advanced technology and economy,
while the postindustrialized V.S. society finds leisure activities,
handicrafts, and a different culture to enjoy. The rebellious young
Americans, however, who go to Mexico to search for primary social
relationships that existed in a preindustrial society are probably.
greatly disappointed.
:
Mexicans tend to reject American' beats and hippies. The long
hair of the hippie men is an affront to' the Mexican image of ma~cu·
linity or machismo. The use of drugs, while widespread in Indian
Mexico hundreds of years ago, is a criminal activity in modem
• Mexico. Urban Mexicans today are probably more materialistic and
have less freedom than urban Americans. To the dismay of young
Americans who search outan ideal culture, anti-m,aterialism, liberty,
and love seem to be luxuries of postindustrial societies rather than
of industiializing societies. And to the extent th~t they exist in
preindustrial SOcieties', anti-materialism, liberty, and love are virtually
limited to those who have been born and raised within the primary
community.
"
NOTES
Deane T. Conklin, "Tijuana: Genesis and Early HistoJ1'." Memoria (Ti·
juana: Asociacion Cultural de'las Californias, 1967), 86.
.
~ 2. Arthur D. L~ttle, Manufacturing in Mexico for the U.s! Market (Mexico
D.f.: Arthur D. LIttle), p. 4.
,
.
3. Banco Nacional de Mexico, Review of the Economic Si uation in Mexico,
49>461 (1964), 8.
' !.
4" Camara de Qomercio, de Tijuana, B.C., Directorio C ~erciaI(Tijuana,
1968), p. 6 . .
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Robert Riley

Villages In A :future Landscape
PRO~1ETHEUS ~ AS -AN

reconaissance and exploration
vessel, a speciahzed complex of technical g~dgetry and human skills.
It sa~ where it:\had landed on top of a small hill on an unn~med
planet far out 1mong'the rem-worlds. The crew set out to exmore.
Beyond the cir~le of ashes marking the blast of the ship's Tetro
rock~ts stretchqd a gentle landscape. Green trees of varied shapes
and Itextures c~\rered softly rolling hills and small ravines. Brightcolored birds flitted through the woods. The sky was a pidtire-bQok
bIUe\\ A rain'shdwer passeq swiftly" leaving the earth ~nd trees drippingand sweet': smelling. The ecological ~eam pronounced it not
only 1the mostpeautiful landscape they had eVler seen, but the
healt~iest and most profuse: a landscape of exquisite balance.
Oq,the second, day the socioanthropoliticulturaii team found the
village-a score Qf simple adobe-like buildings roOfed in thatch and
timber and groJped around a small square paved with hard burnt
brick. The nativies were handsome and strong. Even the very-old,
l, were erect and fit. Shortly after' sunrise. most of
though Wrinklei
the men left for I ork in the nearby communal fields, or went off to
hunt and fish. Ii e women remained' in the 'tillage, weaving, shaping and firing eqrthen pots, and preparing food. They worked out-.
~de on a raised ~rooden plattdrm shaded with ~oughs that stood at .
the front of each house. The older women gOSSIped and tended the
small children. The older men supervised the older children at their
§eemingly endl1bss pastiine of painting and repainting elaborate
geometric designs on the l)ouse wa)ls.· .
..
At ~ight when the men returned to the village, each fflmily would
gatherto eat in a small garden in the tear of their own dwelling. The
evening meal over, the family would move onto the deck overlooking the plaza. Until dark the plaza was the focus of inter-family
visiting: for talk; for a confusing sort of game played with bead
counters, or just for children's play. Th,e crew watched for a week.
One day seemed like the next until the s~venth day, which was a
fest~val. Then the villagers sang and danced in the twilight.
On the Pro;metheus after the festival the atmosphere waSi heavy.
INTERSTELLAR
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Ever since the second day there had been a growin sense of disfluiet among the survey team specialists. The nati es had been
friendly but reserved. But some things were hard to explaip. The
economist could not find evidence of money or even barter. Every
time the mathematician thought he had the counter arne figured
out, he became confused again. The linguist, even witJIi the hypnolearn headphones, had been unable to master anythi' g more than
the simplest elements of the language. Four ~ays be re, a young
boy had fallen out of a fruit tree in his back garden nd gotten a
nasty compound fracture of his right arm. By the time t e medicrew
got to the village, the boy had been carried, scre,ami g, into his
oouse. The father had been polite but firm-no unt'nvi t ,d visitor$ iil
qhis house;. Thirty hours later the boy was climbi g t~e same tree
and swinging by his right arm. Only the sociolo ist~l.and anthropologists were happy. So delighted were they st.Udyinglhe "heretofore unm'atched integration of. cultural manifestatiotts" noted in
their reports that they wou~d not take time to talk about the most
troubling question of all: Why were the natives not onl unawed by
.the off-worlders, but just plain uninterested in them?
.
. Any science fiction fan has probably read a: dozen stories' that
start like that. The al;lswer is always revealed unexp~ct ly: the sym·
pathetic sociologist irinvited to an linitiation cerem,nYi a native girl
falls in love with a crewman and spills the beans;, a ist eXPIO.•I er
.. stumbles across the. local teleportation booth, or the 'Ilage head·,
man announces that the survey team has been teste i and forind
mature enough to-he told the truth. The answe~ is ahya s the same.
,The backward natives are not backward ~t all. They co ,rol, in fa€t, .
a technology far superior to that poss,essed bK~o etheans-a
technology matched with an equallysophistiCa~~v lopment of
the social sciences. After, troubled centuries of develo ment they
have completely absorbed their technological gadget. and have '
chosen to live in scattered pastoral settlements, practici~g a simple,
satisfying life relieved by ceremonial customs and rites ltased on the
soundest ofsocial and psychological pIinciples.
.,
Meanwhile
back on Kirth
in 196<):
.
Just east of Albuquerque, U.S. Highway 66, the grea mid-twentieth cehtury fOlk-trail from Sf. Louis to 'L.A. meets the mountains.
There in Tijer~s Canyon iVcrosses Highway 10. Takin . 10 south,;;
one drives through twenty miles of U.S. Forest Service la d, wooded""
m01!lntain country relieved 'by a few signs and houses In isolated
I

..
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private holdings. Three villages, almost deserted, then appear:
Cedro, Yrissari, Escobosa. The Forest Service lands and the.woods
end. The mountains and trees fall back, five miles west of the roacl
To the east tht? mountains disappear altogether, and one looks out
over the Estancia Basin, a great plain of range lan~ and saItbeds.
Driving along with the plain on the left, the mountains on the
right, one passes through more villages-first, Chilili, and then the
four Spanish vnlages in Torrance County-Tajique, Torreon, Manzano, and,Purita de A:gua.
Th¢ four villages sit right along the road, just at the edge of the
wooded foo~hills: The villages begin and end quiokly; the houses
are mostly Ct\stered together. The walls .of .the. buildings are of'
lo.cal rough la}tfred stone or adobe, pla§tered pver orieft exposed
land. washing, back to earth. Some out~uiklings are of jacal con~
Istruction: poles driven into the earth stockade faShion, wiT~d ta··
,gether, the spaces filled with plaster. The roofs are peaked ,and of
!,metal-some . paint~, most rusted; The towns are red-r~d dirt
iroads, red stone, reg .adobe and mortar and plaster, redtrusteca roofs,
I,red-rusted cans-all the red of the landscape.
! Less than five~hundred people live in these four villages now; they:'
'Iare mostly school-age children and older people. There are no jobs.
lA villager works elsewhere-during the week, or for montlils at a
~me-or takes relief. The juvenile delinquency rate bf the county
~s the highest in the state. The educational drop-out rate is high and
~limbing. The influence of the church is waning. Priests, many of
them unfampiar with either the language or the customs, s~ for a
short while and are transferred elsewhere. Family ties are str~ng, but
Inter-family animosity is strong too, and· of long durati01i. lThose
families not on relief resent those ~ho are. Th~re is no c<?operation
tetween the towns, but a nasty.;petty riva~ry. No streets off the high-.
e
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way are
are even
Electricity is ailahle and
used; phone se ice is available but littl~ used. 'Each town has a
usable domesti water system, but each needs major re orking, and
Punta constantly finds its well running dry. The four t ns support
a total of two small general stores, two gas pumps, an two bars.'
both in Torreon.J'hese towns are dying.
A postindustrial society could raise the level of servi~es and amenities in the countryside to that of the city. The gad~etry which
could do this ha.s b:eri explained o~ten enough: in scienfe ficti,on, in
t~e many futunst Journals sproutmg. up all over the "[orld; m the
think-tank monographs, in The WQrld In 1984 and lll.the Year
2000. A postindustrial society could do much more.
could free
pe.ople to live where t~ey choose..,...it is th~t simple, ~nd that choice
mIght 'well be determmed by the selectIOn of a hfe s yle defined
py physical and social amenities,
.

1
I

It

r

The creation of an environment with amenitie for living
ljTIay offer more hope for the ultimate survival of undreds of
small towns than low taxes and. cheap labor ever id. This is·
because more and more Americans are becomi g less can- .
cemed about the getting of goods than about fin ing a place
in whi,ch to enjoy them. l
~
.'
!

dece~t.lervices

Some peJ'e to whom the lack of jobs or
are
unimportant-the wealthy, the artists and writers, the elrly retirees,
the hippies-are seeking'these amenities now. As the lev~ll of services
in the countryside improves and as employment becD .es less and
less a prerequisite of locational· choice, many more will join them.
A postindustrial society will place a much greater value n its countryside. The questions are,. what values will that societ I be seeking
there, and how could the rural and small town landscape be planned
to provide these values? What might the postindustria. landscape
look like?
Is it not possible that the postind~striallandscapewill have a net·
work of communities .like the futurist village described i the oegin.
ning of this article? Postindustrial man might well choos t his village
by its beauty, its climate, its feeling of containment and 1ts community. Suppose, now, men in 1969 were to start work if Torrance
County and its Spanish hill villages, to make these villages take on.
some of the qualities postindustrial men will seek-afd climate
needs no improvement in New Mexico. Where would such work
begin?
'
We would begin with the local landscape-the Ian scape that
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begins where the Forest Service'lands end, twenty miles south of
U.S. 66, and where it stretches some thirty mil.es along higlhway 10
through Punta, the sout~ertlmost hill village. What are the visual
essentials of that landscape? It is like a dry-Ianp. coastline. From the
west the wooded mou~tains send down fingers of green. TImt green
once extended fuzzily put over the plain. Then the bean i farmers
came. They cleared tpe juniper anel pinon. Now the Ji~its are
clear cut. The wooded parts of the plain are small, surviving on an
,occasional rise of land, shapes of a clear and distinct geometry. The
'villages are set btltween the green rocky fingers o'f foothills, or at·
their fringes, like ports in coves. The road follows that ~reak in terrain andvegetatiqu, or cuts abruptly across it, like some great causeway. East of the road the land is .flat, the houses few. Her,e is. the
sea of silvery gre¢n range grass relieved by the occasional wooded
island dr a ghost gray ranch house of a ship.
Menof'1969 would observe how settlers took to this land. Anglos
. settled wide apart on ranches for economic reasons. The--Spanish
settled where the ecology breaks, as the Pueblo Indians did before
them. They built their villages in tight cl~sters for defen~e, ,and because of their land grant customs. Visual feelings played little part.
But they ~ettled just right. They enhanced that l:tndscape with
their buildings. Men today could do no better than to follow the
examples of these early settlers. East of the road, settle ranch styleone,dwelIing per six hundred forty acres, density down to house
per hundred acres only if four or-six, houses can be c1ust~red together on one full section within an area comparable to that of the
traditional ranch complex with its nouse, windmill, outbuildings
and trees. Along the road and_ west ofjlpuild to village denSity-six
to twelve houses per acre,. Infill the villages. For more people, build
new h~mlets, as dense and contained as the old ones. Have two density extremes: village or ranch; in between means only the loss of the
landscape.

t '
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And a sense of place, a variety of feeling-how do
estabiish
these? Begin by filling in, the villages, where a sense of place exists.
Build and rebuild along the existing streets and arou d the small
plazas. Use adobe and local stone and metal roofs. T is is one of
the few parts of the country where a man dn stillbu ld much of
his house with his own hands, without worrying ab~lut building
codes and plumb-walls. For the postindustrial urban re ugee, build·'
ing in the hill villages could be a satisfying part of a Ii ,e, a process
of .adding on and changing ,and repairing with his
work, just
as It has always been for the VIllagers.
I '
And how would men landscape? The villagers plantrd well-an
occas.ional apple orchard, but a~ways the tall' bri~ht ween-leaved
poplars a!1d cottonwoods, standmg out from the mut~d tones of
dark evergreens or grayish grass or red earth, saying fhat here is
where people live. New hamlets would be started at theledge of the
foothills or along the road. 'They could have their own chitecture,
ey should
though the traditional materials would still be best.
,be ti~ht and clustered, always, and they should respe t the land.
They should have.a variety of place and view, some ex·. loiting the
big sky looking over the basin, otbers seeking the shelter enclosure
of short wooded vistas into the hills.
There is a saecial regional character to the high,,,a~d, sparsely
settled Southwest. This land has two dominant visual characteristics.
The first is its rich and varied ecology. New Mexico corltains six of
the seven life z~mes existing in the United States. Thirle of these
, ~ife zones lie within a tWenty-five m.iniIte drive from, the' ill villa~es
III Torrance county. The second IS the landscape s 0 jCrpowenng
scale, its loneliness. This is a big land, a land where onq can sometimes see a 'hundred miles: a phenomenon nqt just oB clean and
. clear air but of land forms, sharp, jagged, colored, shaddwed forpls
that define and exaggerate distances. It is mostly an e~ty land, a
land where fences and powe~ poles and billboards not fnlY give a
scale but .offer welcome reminders that there are, after all, peopTe
somewhere about. Along with its fine climate, this land's chief arne·
nities are its ecology and its scale. But both of them ,re terribly
fragile. A handful of people in the wrong place will erode the land
and shatter its awesome impact. The clustering of settI me..nts is a
wise approacp to all of rural America. Here it is essential.lThe carrying of suburbia into this countryside would mean its destTItction.
Perhaps this is a naive dream: the ~~pe that we can .,esettle the
. countrysIde to a new 'Scale and new hVIng patterns, thel hope that
we might accept restrictions and learn to tend andc re for the
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landscape. But what other solutions are planners proposing for our
urban problems? Massive renewal for our central cities? Or a restructuriqg and diversification of· our suburbs to prmilide jobs and
housing for blue collar workers and blacks from the ghettos? Or the
building of vast new towns of h'undreds of thousands. of people,
pristine exa.mples of the planners' order and the designers' art, sit-.
ting self-contained :in the open country? These proposals are Q.Oj
. cheap'er, no less naIve than the idea of selective renewal for hun.dreds ,of existing villages, towns, and sman cities that possess histories and offer differing life styles. Perhaps all these ideas"are valuable. T~enalve dreams ot less thaI) a decade ago are working programs(n~w. Perhaps before another decade passes, the problems of
om: cities will force us to turn our dream of a functioning aountry- .
side into a sensitive and sensible program.
.
r-.:OTES
1..Alb~rt Solnit, "What's the Use of a Small Town?", Landscape,
(Autumnj 1966), 3,6.
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.
. The Role of Cities In National-Development
I
'1
I
'
J.'
I

The formatiQn of large cities and the exten.sion of urb+n services to
their hinterlands are necessary st ps in a nation's dri'flrom backwardness to general abundance. or within expanding cities th~re
are the stimuli for goods-prodpci •g innovations, and t~e individual
enjoys unlimited opportunity. A the stage when leisu e, mass consumption and space science are . ational preoccupati ns, cities become optional rather than necessary. The size and d tribution of
posi:Q!dustrial 'cities and the relation b~tween such c 'ties and na~
tionalgoalsare terra incognita.
'.
.

r

~s A GROWING conviction that· the individual de tinies of na·
tional s~deties ~re C?nverg;ing <;m a co~mon .path, th~tlthe. ultimate
level of mtegratIon IS a global one.! Th.lS belIef has gIven nse to the
well-known distinction between underdeveloped ~ u~ and developed (D) societies. The language suggests that the latt .r are passing
through a phase in their historical unfolding that 'has, ot yet been
reached by the former. Both societies may be "develo ing;" but, as
.late arrivals, the underdeveloped are obliged to fO. 1l0"1 in the foot·
steps of the "developed" nations.
.
I
'.
The argument is subtle and can be properly underttood only if
we introduce two levels of abstraction. On the first, U~countries
must a~gu~re certain t~its that are common to D-coun ries in or~er
to SUIVlve m a developmg world system. On a second, ore. specIfic
level, each country must itself invent the concrete sod I formS' and
institutions corresponding to its. actual condition.2 i
The bifurcation of the world into U- and D-countri is rudimentary. Nonetheless, it suggests that U-countries will hoI in common
certain comprehensive aims that, at an earlier perio~dwere typical
for the presently "developed" nations. 1J1ese aim~ inclu e:
1. an increase in the autonomy of national socie
by gaining
effective political sovereignty, increasing its military trength, en·
larging the number and range of available choices, an acquiring a .
sense of national dignity;
2. an increase in the levels of living of the populatio;, by increasTHERE

1
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ing p~oduction at faster rates than population growth, mamtainihg
monetary stability, redistributing income in favor of the poorer segments of the population, and gmnting the rights of the peqple to
certaih basic claims of cre!1ture security;
.
3. ~n increase lin social integration, by promoting 'a wider .and
more 'effective participation of all the adult population in the decision processes of society;
' -,
4. an increase, in modernization, by creating an institutionaL
frameFlJrk adapted to the requirements of ,generating and.i1itisting
to cOIJt~nuous change and promoting those activities, eSR:(pfally in
science ~nd artistic creation, which will permit the countrftQ share
mere fully in an emerging univer~aLculture;.,
?
5. ap:increase in spatiaLintegration, by articulating the development p~,ocess across the' eptiresettled space of the nation through
an intermallY balanced system of cities.
"
Although these aims are sufficiently .general so that they. "Yill, to
some extent, also be present in the "developed" nations, the idea of .
national, development is not confined tothem. After a critical point ....
is reached in the evoltltion of a national society, the erstwhile aims.
may 10's~their urgency, while other, social gO,als \}'ill rise to take their
place. C ntemporary D-eountries appear to havtshi,fted their attention to't e uses of wealth and leisure, the problems of mass culture, '
the prqgress of science, and the conquest of space. Thes~ new aims
appear!t~ be SO remote from the perceived realities of the U-coun~
tries thati they are thought to have little relevance for them. Theide~ .
of development thu~ undergoes a radical change as we pass to'Dcountries. The historical meaning is new; what remains is the driving ethical imperative.
,
,J .
Impllcjt inrthe idea of development is the preparedness of a society to tal<le responsibility for its performance and to intervene iill the
normal I!¥'ocesses of change where the results expected from them
fail to t;~ produced; Developm~nt has the connotation of an intended g<j>od; it is a process endowed with moral purpose for which
develop~ng societies assume responsibility; and almost always this
involves Clittempts at guided change or planning. a

The Settlement System
, As a £ormo~ human settleII'\~~t, the city is a social sy~tenlthat is
located jn geographic space and occupies a precise positi~n in a system of interconnected settlements, extending fr<~m ham,let to megalopolis. National development occurs within this social interaction
network'stretched out over the landscape. But its occurrence. in the
.1

,
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spatIal .system. is neither uniform nor simultaneous Impulses for
development originate at certain localities and .are r~ayed through
existing c~annels to other localities in a definite sequrnce. The pattern of settlements creates a structure of potentiaI~ for development which will eventually be r~gistered in indices 0 regional per·
, formance and which will condi/tion the evolving ch racter of the
society.
I
Since the goals of national development differ been D- and
D-countries, each set of countries must be separate y studied. In
. both, the spatial patte:n of settlement will bear ~ clqse ,relation to
the key events o~ nahonal development, but the slj>eclfic role of·
cities will be radically different in each. If, as is claimed, the pattern.
of spatial dependency relations is a controlling on~ for national
development, it is reas.onable to focus attention on th9se subsystems
which display a greater than average capaCity for autonomous trans·
f(J)rmation and con,sequently for sustained innovation.rThe development capacity of the system as a ~hol~ will, therefore, ~om: directly
to depend on the performance of the.~e centers or cor~ regwns. For
each core region, one or more dependent peripheral rJgions may be
defined,\ bearing in mind that lower-order· cores mayf~ll 'Within the
pe!iphe~ of, .and be dependent on, one or several Higher-ranking
cores. Cpre regions can thus be arranged into a hierar hyaccording
'} to their: relative autonomy in development decisio s. Peripheral
.' areas, on the other hand, may be divided into upwar - and down·
ward-tratIsitional regions ~n keeping with their estimaed potentials
fbr deveJopment. Finally, on core region peripherie , new settle·
ment areas or resource frontiers may come into being.
The entire settlement space of the nation will thus tie spanned by
an array of regions that is articulated through a systlem of nodes
and connecting channels of ,co~munication. This p~arized space
will display systematic variances in the capacity for de~elopment of .
given areas. Core regions possess the means for limi~ng and con·
ttolliflg the development of their peripheries and f· r extracting
from them the resources that will contribute to their 0
a{:celerated
growth.. Thjs imbala.nce of power between core and per" hery, which
d~splays a strong tendency to increase over substantial segments of
. the development path, will naturally lead to social and political tensions. Where these tensions cannot be reduced to tol rable levels,
they eventually undermine the stability of the system ·nd its ability
to generate further development.
.
,Spatial integration-which appears as a major develo ment objective for U-countries-thus requires ac~ioI) that will increase the

I

I
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a~ton,oJ1l, y of ,peripheral regionsfivith respect to their 'controlJing
cores,' diminish cOJ;l.flict betweeIliheml and assure the stability of
the sy~tem during i~s transiti~n.

Urbanization and the Development Process in U-C0untries.
i i 'I

CitSr growth appears as an irrepressible accompaniment of modern' develqpplent in U-countries. 4 The data for nearly all of the developing Urcbuntries also show that large cities tend to grow at faster;,
rates than smaller ones and that the national capital complex is
paJj:icularly favored. But statistical associations constitute no proof
of a ca.,ial relation., It is to this question of causality that we shall
theref6 turn by examining three fundamental forces in the process "
of cleVle1 pment: the passage from tradition to innov~ion, from a
culture of limited tOlone of constantly ~xpanding opportunities, and,
from dn elitist to a mass political system striving for nationatintegra-

,tion.

1. Innovation and urbanifation. Invention must be ilistin~ished
'from ihnovation. The former c01;lsists of the creation of something
new out of a rearrangement of 'already existing elements, while the
se~ond. may be viewed as the transfonnation of inventions intQ hi~Iorieid'1'ct. Bo~h terms'~ay be al?plied to tangible and intan,gible
objects. ccordmg to Gonzalo1'\gmrre Beltran,
,

e term 'invention' for anthropology does not mean only J~
creation of a IJ;lachine, of any type of mechanism, '
Drlof any other material achievelJ1ent of a culture, an achievement in the ~ature of a mdical innovation, but also new ideas,
new concepts or patterns in social, political or'religious organizatiqn, as well as new economic systems which' play such In
imp?rtant role in the entire historical evolution. Man's'iQventive roind and the cultural process which ensues from, it do"not
ad etxtlusively upon elements of culture that are in some way
taIilg~Dle, but certainly also upon its universallife.&
.
th~ tleliberate

, Accepting this broad. interpretation, we may say that a compre~'
hensive development occurs when single innovations-large and
small-~re linked into innovative clusters and systems. Since' innoyation~ arise out of a traditional matrix, their integration into
larger systems occurs as an asynchronic process, pitting new forces
against an already establi,shed order.
)I
. ~e can now assert a first hypothesis: the frequency inv~iitions
correlated with a high potential f~r mteraction; f1I!tt is,

bt
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· a hi~h p~o.bability of info.rm~tion exc~an.ge or cQmmu~ication. The
probabIhtIes of commumcatIon over a gIVen surface can be plotted
on a map to'yield a landscape of communication potei'tials or com·
munication fields. 6 Cities, especially large cities, appe r as peaks in
this landscape. It is in the large city that the {requenc of new idea
combinations is generally gteatest. 7
A second and related hypothesis will say, first, that urbanization
will positively vary with the probability of communi€ation at any
given. locality; and, second, that as c.ities are joined int~ systems, the
probability of information exchange among them will ncrease. The
growth of a single subsystem and the expansion of inte -city linkages
are, to a large degree, substitutes for one other.
.
When we pass from invention to ,innovation, a th~'d hypothesis
may be ~tated, .tha.t the frequencyofinnov~tion)n a gi e~ l~cality is
a functlOn of Its mternal structUre' of SOCIal power. ,. tIghtly con·
.trolled, rigid, hierarchi.cal system of power w.ill be less~,ermissive of
innovations than an open, liorizontal, non-bureaucra ic system of
· dispersed power. We should expect ~o find significan variations in
the structure of social power among cities. But, speak ng generally,
it is possible to assert that increasing size creates conditions which
will bring the city's power structur:.e into greater co ~ormity with
the open system of dispersed power. s "
We are now in a position to asJ< whether a high p obability for
information exchange is causally related to certain fO' s of social
and political organization. The answer, presumably, ould be affirmative. If so, a fourth hypothesis may be stated: in reases in the
level of urbanization wi11lead 0 an increasing openn ss of the system of social power and henc to an increase in the frequency of
innovation. This, then, may b regarded as the first positive con·
tribution of urbanization to nati nal development: it ill transform
· traditional society into an innova ive system.
2. Opportunity and urbanizat on. George M.' Fos er describes
peasant societies as "an imagebf the limited good.'l'9 In such a
society, it is believed that the interests of one .perso~ can only be
advanced by depriving someone. else of the coveted-benefits. The .
result is a brutally egocentric, defensive society whose members be·
have in accordance with this rule: "Maximize the m terial, short~
run advantage of the nuclear family; assume that all thers will do
likewise."lo
The image of the limited good-a kind of zero-sum game-tends
to, be associated with isolated peasant societies. ontemporary
urbanization is based on the ,opposite image of conSlntIy expand-
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ing OPPi' rtunities. l l Cities undergoing development tend to, transform th bitter zero-sum games of traditional peasant sociei:¥ into'
competi ive non-zero-sQm games. We should expect this image of
the "unlimited" good to vary a good deal with the rate of iIllcrease'
in employment and with city size. Both variables will incrc;:.ase ecc>ndmic c~oice and multiply the upward cp.annels of mobility.. '
Of course, image and experience do not always coincide. E:lqJJectations are not always bartered for the real thing. The older residents
of the'~ity, having pressed against the very real obstacles to op-'
.portuni that do exist, may think society a fraud. Their politi€al beha\!ior, ill r~flect a growi~g frustrati~n wi~h the socia~ o~~eIT. I~ is
therecelilt mIgrant to the CIty, companng hIS present condItWljl wIth
a'dismal rural past, who looks upon his new environmen~ with
hOpe.l~ ~eturn migration to the countryside is rare.J3
What we may call the culture of the "unlimited" good "is, on the
whole,'lss tooth-and-claw, mo~e given to accommodation, than are.
,societies orgal1ized around the opposite cultural image. lJrb~n society, ip contfast to rural society, in V-countries tends to be' more
!olerantfand generous; it reinforces the achievement impuIS,es of
large nu bers of people. Continuous expansion of the urban system
will tenlo lower the level of interpersonal friction that might
otherw~sf be expected.14 The modern notion that developmept in-. '
volves unceasing, positively valued change has grown out of urban
experience. And this, then, is the second contributi01l of urbanization to' national development: the city has not only invented the
.concept bf unlimited opportunity, it has also made it possible an,d
finally int~rnalized it as th~ basis for its ow,? u~ique form o~.c~tlt .r;.
3. PolltIcfll transformatIOns and urbamzatIOn. Industnall bop.
and urbanization are not always parallel phenomena. IVligr on.to
cities iIi U:countries generally takes .place at faster rates tha the absorption of the new labor force iQto employment of high oductivity. Ac~elerated urbanization in this sense will inevitably lead to the
forrnatioh of a massive urban proletariat whose members" lacking
special skills, are only partially (if at all) within the labor nmrket,
and for this reason are excluded from most of the material an~ spiritual ben~fits of the developing society. The political significaIjIce of '
this sit~ajtion derives from a heightened visibility of the city~ prole- ,
tariat w~'ich, being viewed and viewing the world from which it is
excluded in any but the strictest functional.sense, may acquire?
keen sep~e of its own "marginal" condition and become potentially
~available ~s a potent politi<:al force to whatever leadership is capable
of capturing its confidence.
" ,
J
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The second result for political development is the emergence in
cities of innovative groups that pose a challenge to t~e established
powers by their attempt to legitimize new claims and f.reate a social
dimate favorable to further innovation, insofar as t' is would be
consistent with their own schedule of values. In this endeavor, in·
novative counter-elites may seek aU~aEces among succ¢ssively larger,
more inclusive sectors of the po,pulation: the uppe~hliddle class,
the lower middle strata, the wprkers, the urban pr letariat, and
eventually the excluded rural proletariat on the perip ery. As their
base for political action expands ~nd the masses beco ,e politicized,
the politics of innovation first tQrn populist and later lintegrationist
on a'llational scaae,ui Strongly do;ctrinaire and ideologital "during the
struggle for power with the established elites, innorative groups
will become open to compromis;e once they have ris~ to power.16
Political parties~ay consequenVybecome transfo~Fd into giant
bartering systems striving to aggregate ever widenilflg circles of
multiple and overlapping interest~. .
.' . .
This outcome is not inevitable; it is merely possiqle. We may,
therefore, wish to test the folloWing hypothesis: thel resistance of
the "established" powers tQ innovative counter-elites'difninishes with
the acce1eratioI} of the urbaniza,tion ~roc.ess. And th~ s may be reo
~rded as the third main contribution of the city to
tional devel·
opment: accelerated urbanization hastens the coming of a national'
mass politics based on bargaining and compromise" a .ong compet·
ing interest groupsp.
.
We have tried to suggest that the three basic process of national
development-innovation, social transformation, and olitical trans,
formation-are closely linked to yet another process, t at of urbani·
zation. Urbanization, in tum, tends to reinforce the atent predis·
positions to developmental change through increas ng the com·
munication potential and through changing the pat ern of social
organization from Euclidean hierarchies to Einsteinian systems exist·
ing in time. We have further tried to show that large c ties are more
effective in promoting these changes than are small ci ies, and that
the linkage of cities into urban systems has an effect analogous to
increasing city size. It is also probably true that the e variablesurbanization, city size, and expanding urban systems re positively
correlated with conflict. Urban society is a conflict so iety, but this
conflict is only the external and highly visible accoIllpaniment of
more creative processes beneath' the surface. Where d:onflict is absent, we can be certain that development does not ocir.'~
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I Notes on Urbanization and National Deve1epment
in D-Countries
.
I
,.
Stfmetinw 'during the course of spatial transformation just de- ..,
scribed'i a country will pass, quietly and unnoticed, from a conditi(,>D ':.
of under.development to one of development. The exact timing of ~
this changeoveris somewhat arbitrary, for the process of1iransition .
is relatively smooth. Moreover, admission to the select company of·
D-cOunhies signifies neither that all internal phenomena are"auto-,
matically consistent with each other-the oxcart coexists with the
jet engine-nor that the process of development has ceased-. On 'the
contrary, election to D-status :means that a country has push.ed- forward into a period of self-reinforcing and continuous change, "Pased
on invention and innovation. Inevitably, therefore, discrepancies
arise among the element~ of which developing societies a~e)hade.
Dev~lbpment again appears as an asynchronic process. 19
N~vertheless, in taking stock of the changes that have occurred,
students of develepment will discover that the general situatio!l of a
D-country differs radically from earlier periods. For our purposes,
the most important change that has .occurred islh~ substitution of
time fO~'place. Expressed differently, this means: 1) increased freedom from economic constraints in location decisions; 2) increased
geograppic mobility of population and productive resources; 3)
larger networks of social interchange; 4) larger number of decision- f
making centers; and 5) easier communication among centers. '.
The substitution of time for place also means a substantial reduction in the so-called friction of distance, and this, in tum,.enlarges
the options for locational choice and makes the real time of reaching other places in the system a more decisive fact than out-9fpocket costs of movement. Eventually, even time may' ~eaSe to be
importimt: as the time for covering a certain distance shrinks, a
situation of approximately equal access is eventually aplm!lached.
This will extend to the entire space of the nation the salient tr~its
of acore region.
Modem development tends to push these changes further in the
same direction. This does not mean, however, that location decisions
will henceforth be treated whimsically. For even in postindustrial
societies the past bears heavily upon the present. Old centers persist
in retaining strong attractive power, though their activities may spill
out into wider ar~enlarging the concept of city and constituting
anew unit of spat' I integration.20
\.
!
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If the substitution of time for place reduces econo ic constraints
. on location decisions, the city ceases to be a ~ propu sive force of
development. Spatial patterns of development were rimordial national concerns of ~n underdeveloped society seeking eater autonomy, higher living levels,' more social integration, eater world
participation, and a more complete integration of its t rritory. They
cease tebe so for countries that are rapidly slipping i to postindustrial sy.stems. 21 The new salient interests in leisure, m ss consumI>
tion, and science are no longer dependent on ~n urba focus-they
may be called trans-urban. Nor is the city any longer n im~rtant
instrument for their fulfillment.
This is not to claim total irrelevance of the settIeme t pattern for
development in these societies. Problems of transition ill continue
to command the attention of policy makers. 22 Pockets of peripheral
poverty remain; dramatic changes in the internal eco ogy of meta·
urban 4nits call for difficult adjustments; the poor are handicapped
in taking advantage of the new loc,ation freedom; assive transportation problems demand urgent solufions. In ddition, the
policy of linking I).ational economies into supra-nati nal systems,
such as a ·common market, will pos~ problems of spatial, reintegration similar to those of V-countries and amenable to a! similar treat·
ment. In both cases, the urban pattern will playa major role. The,
problem of urbain form, however, remains an open one where the
dominant social 'foncerns fall more in the realm of culture than of
politics or economics. For locational freedom imposes a special kind
of responsibi1i~y: freedom for what? The forms of urban settlement
-'
are therefore nIt unimpo,rtant to postindustrial societies.
Which patt rns are optimal for th~s new phase of development?
In attempting 0 answer this question, we trespass on terra1ncognit~, \
V-countries, a~ er all, have tIne example of the more developed SOCIeties as a gUid9' and we are able to study the regularities and phases ,
of s~~ession i,n spa~ial organization. But on what model may D· '
c.ountjnes pattefIJ. then development?
'
I
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.
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14. This, of course, is still a relatively unorthodox view. More c'ommonly,
rural arcadia is contrasted with urban violence arid anomie. There are no ,definit.e-.
,. studies on: the subject, blllt the evidence on rural violence is steadily accumula-'
ting. Irvif1g Louis Horowitz, for instance,' cites data on the p€\sit;ive rank correlation of deaths from group violence andnumhers of people' infutning. At
the same ~ime, he notes ~n inverse correlation between the urbanization process
and these ~auses of death, "Electoral Politics, Urbanization, and SociaI~velop,
ment in 4tinAmerica," Urban Affairs Quarterly, II, 3 (March, 1967), Table 7.
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. ~}'13cuse lfniversity Press, 1965); ,and Fred D. Levy, Jr., "EconomicP~anning
ill Venezuel ," Yale Economic Essays, 7, 1 (Spring, 1967), 273-321.
, 17. FratlO'l1e F. Rabin91vitz, "Urban Development and Political Development
ill Latin ~ erica," CAG Occasional Papers (Bloomington, Indiana; Oct,obet,
1967). Fot specific country study; ~ee JohnFriedmann and Thomas Lacking-
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ton, "Hyperurbanization and National Developmen~ in Chile," Urban Mails
Quarterly, II, 4 (June, 1967), 3-2 9I
'
18. The problem of controlling urban conflict i~ how to guide it towhds
. constructive ends while keeping rapidly changing ~ocial systems from djs-in.
f£gration. See Lewis Coser, The Functions of SOCiaJconflict (New York: The
F"r~e Press of Glencoe, 1956).
. j
i9. The following analysis of Japan's, developm ·nt is to the point: "!The
attempt to evaluate Japan's place in the scale of ecoromic development reveals
a paradox. In terms of a set of variables for which d~ta have been presented by
.Ginsburg, Japan is in many respects among the mostl developed countries int the
world. On the ot.her hand, in terms of. the criteria ofi.backwardness deSCribi by
Leibenstein, Japan may be classified as a backward ~untry. Specially, Jap n is
bacRward as measured by the criterion of per capita national income:' eon
Hollerman, "Jap;ln's Place in the Scale of Economic' Development," Econdmic
Development anr. Cultural Change, XII, 2 (January, 1964), 139·
;1
20. John Friedmann and John Miller, "The Urban Field," Journal of the
American Institute of Planners, XXXI, 4 (November, 1965), 3i2-320.
I
21. Daniel Bell, "Notes on the Post-Industrial Society; I arid II," The Public
Interest, No.6 (Winter, 1967),24-35, and NO.7 (Spring, 1967), 102-118. I
22. United States Department of Commerce, Area RedeveIoprnental ~d·
ministration, Area Redevelopmental Policies in Britain and the Countrief of
the Common Market (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1 9 6 5 ) . 1
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Gerhard Rosenberg

Life Style In :\ Polynesian :\ letropolis
In Auckland, New Zealand. a lagging economy now demands a
greater commitment from the workers, and population is increasing
faster than recreation resources.
This is in contrast to the past thirty years, during which Aucklanclers enjoyed a postindustrial economy and environment. This "anishing utopia was made at beaches, green hills and nearby rain forests; an extensive park system; a welfare economy; and the influence
of a pla~·tul .\ laori culture.
.\UCKL:\~D IS THE LARGEST

industrial city in New Zealand, and its
dominance is still increasing. About ha'lf a million people live in
the urban area; half of these are gainfully employed. This article
TIllS is a \ icw from \1ount Eden towards ~1ount Hobson, two of the many
loJcamc cones th3t \Cf';e as parks throughout Auckland. Photo: Richard Collw's
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describes the happy comhination of the attituJe towards leisure'
and the possession and use of natural features that has made it possible for the citizens of Auckland to enjoy what could be a p~ttem
of life in.a postindustrial city. Although certain pre.sent trendS
threaten to prevent Aucklanders from continuing to enjoy their
unique way of life, some ,measures are being taken to pr serve
their heritage.
!
Aucklanders' attitude toward leisure is influenced, first, ~y the
kind of economy New Zealand has had since the depression ofthe
thirties, and, second, by virtue of the city's being the largest Polynesian city in the world. Since the thirties New Zealand, a permissive,
democratic society has maintained full employment. During the
thirty years of this policy, New Zealanders have developed a degree
of independence toward employers and work routines. To demonstrate how high the standards have been, in 1936 the average work
week was 40 hours; it is now 39 including overtime. Real cash income has increase~ only 20 percent in 30 years. During thi§ thirtyyear period, New Z~alanders have enjoyed a high standard of living
and a freedom from job demands.
'.
In this period, leisure pursuits have beco~e. the goals of li.fe fpr
many people, and none are cut off from enJoymg s .ch purSUItS. I~
Auckland, 90 percent of householders own their 0 ,n homes, gen~
erally on one-quarter acre sites. "The overall density ~ about sevem
persons to the acre. Most husiness enterprises are sma I: 94 percent \
employ fewer than fifty people. One-third work in 'ndustry and
about one half work in tertiary services. Of the tota population,
Lake Ototoa, one of the dozens of fresh water lakes in the- sand dunes area .
about twenty-five miles northwest of Auckland. . These lakes and dunes ,
stretch for about thirty miles, and are lightly used by urban crowdi;
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about half are gainfully employe~es~ worke~s and those they
support dwell in a large modern city and have had the time and
freedom to pursue an out-of-doors'way of life, for thirty years.
The Aucklanders' attitude toward leisure is reinforced by ths;:
Polynesian culture which is so .much a part of the city life. The
Maoris have been assimilated, and their songs, dances, and attitudes ~
toward life increasingly influence the city people. Maoris and Is- .
lariders'take their leisure together without guilt and without AngloSaxon intensity.
,
_
To enjoy leisure would, of course"be impossible without Iilatural
opportunities. Auckland's site, chosen in 1.840, could not have been
more auspicious for the needs of a leisure-oriented society. The deep
water harbors on both sides of a level volcano-stubbed isthmus, with
fertile soil and a temperate climate, were chosen fo'rwercantile
reasons; but its name "Wait~mata"-Maorifor "glistening water"fulfills its promise of an indestructible "blue belt" of open space
around the most densely inhabited part of the city. These harbors
contain many islands, especially on the eastern side. Some islands
h~ve wide sandy beaches, and some face north where far .islands
are silhouetted d,n the horizon. These remote islands hav.eumique
and unspoiled flora and fauna native to the South Pacific: The
water is clear and there are underwater locations thar--are safe as '
well as spectacular for divers. One island in the western' <ij.arbor,
Close to the port and visible from many parts of the. older ,city,
serves as a regional symbol, a landmark for ~ucklanders. A view of
"Rangtoto," a' volcanic cone, is said to add $2000 to the value of
any ho~se lot. S~ch a landmark, an -ever-present reminfler pf the
power of natural forces, is a significant counterpoint to. the ephemeral preoccupations of modern city life. _
There are many other natural landmarks, some in the city itself.
Volcanic cones caused by long-ago eruptions pockmark the isthmus.
Many'were originally used <,lS quarries for volcanic rock, but some
were ret~ined and now stand cO\1erecl with black and gteetl~'egeta·f.tion. Some suburbs are named after their guardian volcanos, and the
~}?wbite, red-roofed houses huddle around these mounds like 'sheep
~' around a shepherd.
~i Within a twenty-five mile range of the city's center, there are
~c"spectacular land forms. Ranges of hills covered with primeval rain
"forest delimit the urban landscape to the southeast and northwest.
T()the north lie's thirty miles of straight, wide, sandy beach flanked
·th sand duneS and a dozen fresh water lakes. There are hot springs _
ich feed two pools for open-air swimming. On tIle west coast are -
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black sand areas and white sand areas. sheltered beaches and expdsed beaches. rocks to climb. and forests, man-made and natural.
Finally. at a distance, there are high mountains. ski Islopes, and a
.
huge inland l a k e . ,
Gi,,:en such respurces. Aucklanders early learn to }dve sports and
the out-of-doors. There are some 10,000 private boa~I'for instance,
and the number ofi. golfers has increased 175 percent tween 1950
and 1966. Builde?S musf take into account this dem nd for recreational facilities, and subdividers have to allocate 10 rcent of rural
and 5 percent of urban land for public reserves. In th ,past, all fore- ,
shores were reserved for public access as soo~ as)and w~s subdivided. ~
There is. then, a general pattern of about 10 percent;'f open space
in all new areas.
One area may serve as an indiCFltion. of how land i I provided for:
recreatjon in an inner-city suburb. The Borough of ¥t. Rosskillnamed after a volcanic mound in its midst-:-has 33,500 people who,
occupy 4605 acres. Of this. about 985 aCres (21.4%); are set aside I,
for recreation and open space. This is thirty acres perlooo population. Of this 21.4% open space, 8.9% is public and IJz..5% belongs
to private institutions such as schools and hospitals. There are
fourteen playing ~.elds for childre~ and a larger nUjber for adult
'athletes. For every seventeen people in the Borough, there is one i
I,

Maori Po,'fortified hill at ;\1atakana, Auckland.
,j

~~~~~~":-:,,;,,:~:,," .. ~,,,,",,,::".,::.{{~~.:::~,,,,,,. -'-
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•
player of rugby, soccer, hockey, Or football. These 2000 atllateuI
Borough athletes play from 140 to 200 games each weekend. A
typical playing fielp will be used for five consecutive games on a
Saturday.
.
.
.
. Aucklanders share further in the use of 5,500,000 acres of National
Parks-about two acres for every New Z~alander.,These parks are
, far from city centers, so Auckl?nders follow t4e new tamily trend
of using a car, camping caravan, and traileretI boat to tour the'
country during the holiday months. The present indication\js that
any shortening of working hours will be used for longer h~liday
periods, especially during the mi.dsummer Christmas season'\~J/
New Zealand was the mode for Samue~ Butle.r's: utopia ~ ~he
.novel Erehwon. Unfortunately, Auckl~nd IS not III a true utqplan ,
situation. More and more, Aucklanders encounter two proble~ in
attempting to follow their leisure-oriented I pattern of existenae: the
increase in populati<:>n and the changing economy. The increase in
population has put an added strain on the natural resources and
man-made facilities. It seems likely that the changing econom~ will,
in tum, produce changes in .attitudes towards~ work. In addition,
Auckland is growing. A doubling of the population to one million
by 1988 is forecast. This forecast may be high if the economy fails' to
provide opportunities; however, at the present time the growth is a
strain.on th~ open space resources. This i~ true qt every level: the
National Parks, the ar~s withint:asy reach of the city, and those
within the city itself. For example, in Auckland some 300 'yachtown~rs are wait-listed for moorings. ·Most boats are trailered, 'but
l.aunChin g fa.cilities are scarce. No p~ivate. ~o1f ~lub accep~.new
members, a?d many have closed theIr waItIng lIsts: Furthe pressures come from developers seeking to buy up land. Only few
~sears ago the city resolved to subdivide most of a 12o-acr golf
:.~'course on the basis that Auckland's overall acreage of open pace
. . compared favorably with other cities. Even though these 1local
facilities are good, the need for preserving large areas of nat,ural environment is not fully appreciated-Clnd such areas are dangerously
scarce.
Other difficulties result from planning problems on local, regional,
and ,national levels. For example, there is about .10 percent open
space in most new areas; but where freedom of movement was
taken for granted befpre~ the land was covered with houses, little
care has been takento link open spaces by tracks or rights of way.
Consequently, the quality of open spaces is often low because subdividers have been able to allocate useless land for public reServes.

.
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, One untoward move has been made in the New Zealand Padi- I
ament by the introduction of a bill to make some trespass a criminal '
offense. New Zealand has no tradition of "ancient rights" of way, :
which Great Britain~ and other older countries have wisely devel·
oped and maintained, and which are now the mainstay of their'
system of access to the countryside. Until recently, New Zealanders
could walk almost everywhere, over private, 'public, or Crown land,
as. long as they did no damage. It had been easy to acquire vast
acreages and to leave much of it unused or lightly used-the popula.
tion was small, and th~ task of control ~o imposs~bk that freedom '
of movement was taken for granted. But for whatever,reason, damage:
by yo~ng' people with cars, guns, and cartons of beer has become .
so commonplace that landowners and farmers now insist on tightening up the law of trespass. Under the Government bill, trespass i
would become a criminal offense so that prosecution could take
place even when no damage had been done. If this bill is passed, i
it will not only put a tremendous financial burden on the Regional
Authority to acqUJire all land over which access is to be allowed" but,
it wilt inevitably restrict the population to a much smaller area of
open country.
This will be another retreat from the high quality of life which '
New Zealand's postindustrial thirty years has provided. The defini·
tion of the rights of property in land is crucial for the achievement '
o~ an acceptable compromise between public and private n,eeds. '
Where private property rights are absolute,' no reasonable degree
of financial effort ,ean achieve adequate freedom of outdoor lif~ for
metropolitan populations.
'
The regiorial aspect of recreation caused anxiety in this city that'
. was made up of dozens of small local authorities, none of' them .
able or willing to accept regional responsibilities. Realizing that
planning without power and finance remained abortive, the local
authorities combined in 1960 to form a Regional Authority,.
which was then given a $2.24 million' mant for the acquisitiopof~
rational open spaces in advance of reqilirement. The Master P '
of the Planning Division of the Regional Authority sets down
outline of regional policy: public and private action is to be co,
bined; th~ policy is to be one of diversity and distribution.
So far, the Regional Authority has looked after bush and b
reserves, and it has acquired a site for a botanical garden. It
at the preservation of fragile resources and plans. to satis
broad section of the population, as well as to ease traffic pr
lems As demand and prices rise, access to water facilities
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comes an important preoccupation, The Authority plans a fore- .
shore survey, to flag sites for outright acquisition or for purchase of
easements for access. It locates sites. for submarine and marine
parks, a'nd plans for the muItip1e use of f9rest and waltershed
areas.
'Forests ar~ used for watershed control as well as for timber production andi er~sion control. Forests' are also used for hunting, "Ii
fishing, camping, and picnicking. Golf courses can be rec;reation
centers and scenic areas that create buffers between incompatible
land use zones. Borrow pits and quarries may be nuclei of future
reserves ~r lakes. Even idle industrial land m,ay have a short term
recreational t)Se. Thus, one such area has been used for horseback riding, another as a rifle range.
~
The growth in population is felt in the National Parks, and the
current theory is that new p~rks are needed '"near the large urban
concentrations. The Auckland Regional Authority has prowosed' a
number of National Parks, as well as regional parks. These range'
from the Varpara Sand Hills and some other coa'Stal aI·eas where
a minimum of human interference with the wild landscape is
planned, to an elaborate path system, which will make the cascades of the Hunua and Wartakere Hills accessible and will link
them to the city by a walking, horseback riding, and cycling track.
If then, the increasing population threatens to overpurden the
open .space resources, the changing economy threatens to destroy
the N"ew Zealander's attitude towards leisure. But perhaps the
thirty years of full employment have provided a taste of th~ kind

i

:!

,,
"

,
~!

"

On a fine day thisgirl had this beach to herself, It is located fifteen m.iks from
the center of ,Auckland.
Photo: Kim Goldwater
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of life people want to live in a postindustrial society. New Zealand·
ers may have been forerunners. Yet the unhappy fact is that annual
economic growth has slowed from two percent to about one percent,
and New Zealand is! being forced back into the free enterprise world,
where work and accomplishment displace leisure pursuits.
Fortunately, to mitigate such a gloomy prediction, Auckland .is
becoming more Polynesian every year. If enough beautiful .nat·
ural and man-made open spaces are preserved, M~oris and is·
flanders may continue to take their leisure out-of-doors; without
the guilt and intensity of the junior executive who squeezes in a
few 'hours every cduple of weeks. The Polynesian ~attitude, the
island resources, and a reasonable rise in income may retain and.
further in Auckland a spontaneous, many-faceted urban life, less
stressful than that of other work-oriented
societies of the Wesf.
\"J
ern world.
'
\
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•

Clovis: City On Wheels

In nineteenth-century industrial cities, machines hummed to' produce goods. Today the machines ot Clovis, New Mexico hum in .
the pursuit o(leisure.
,

I

are uncommonly aware of the edges
\between their city and the great plains. They hold q.ccurate images of. the grain elevators and radio towers of, their \skyline, because they rely on these man-made symbols for orientation. There
are few natural features surrounding Clovis to attract townspeople out to tnem. Looking 'for arrowheads and artifacts in
draws and arroyos is one of the few exurban activities.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO PEOPLE

,-

"
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,

Residents of mountain cities such as Santa Fe were asked ques.
tions similar to those asked of residents of Clovis and other plains
cities. Mountain city residents described ski slopes, tumbling
streams; and the changing colors of the mountains around them.
Residents are less aware of their man-made community when itis
located in a varied natural setting than when it is located on a plain.
Clovis is a stark image of th~ absolute city, a tiny Manhattan, a
great, non-outdoors, formed bylthe buildings, machines and faces
of, other people. Moving around it in an automobile' is the most
persistent impr~ssion that Clovis residents have of their city, accordiilg to interviews we made there. Here are some excerpts:

7

A 21-year-old male college student
Q. Where is the major center'b£ activity?
A. ,Along M~in Stree,t, from First to Seventh. Mter eight i.n the
.' evening nothing else happens in town.
Q. ,Are there other centers of activity?
A. Yes, Hilltop Plaza (shopping center). There's' a Baskin-Robbins ice cream store that stays open late at night. A major
department store is there, too.
Q. Describe the atmosphere of these centers of activity.
A. Hurried atmosphere. busy. Everyone is still fri~ndly, though.
Q. What physical presences are outstanding at these centers?
A. On East Mabry ,Drive, the ,wind sometimes blows the smoke
over from the city dump. Some people are so bothered by it
that they won't get out of their cars.
Q'. Is there anything you dislike about Clovis?
A. 'yeah, the roads need improvement, especially downtown. I
·don't mind the dips down there, but there is bri9k pavement
• which needs to come up.
,
' ,
~ Q. When asked about impressions of the city, you always speak
in terms ofdriving through. 'Vhy?
.
'iii
A. I spend a lot of time in my car. Three out of four students
here have their own cars. Even the radio station refers to Clovis
as "the city on 'wheels." It's bad to have to walk here. There
is only one taxi company for public transportation; no buses.
Most people under thirty ,are concerned about their cars; in
fact today would be a good day to drive around and notice .the
number of· people at car washes. Two new ones have Just
opened up..
I
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A 36-year-old male shoe clerk

Q. What kind of impressions do you get when traveling through
1Il
Clovis?
A. I d'on't think I could get any driving through, and I'm too
lazy to walk.. It's not an easy 'place for an outsider to travel
through. The highways are poorly marked. But it's not difficult
to learn your way around.
Q. What's happening in Clovis?
A. Everyone drags Main Street, aqults and all.' They do it to see
who they krlow. On weekends they do it all day long.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.
~.

A.

Q.
A.

. A24-year-old male eI!gineer .
You stated that the bars are the c~nter of activity in Clovis.
Describe this activity.
.
Well, you go to a bar for one reason. Some bars are nice, some
pretty junky. They're spread out; the good ones are together on
one side,of )9wn.
.
Why is this?
That's where all the traffic comes in from Texas. It comes in
that way and goes out the other way. :
,
~' 47-year-old housewife
Is it easy to.find yo r way aro'und town?
Yes. All the
streets re straight.
.
:
Do you think it's necessary to have a car in Clovis?
Oh, yes, you couldn't g~t along without one. Everything is so ."
spread out.
What views are available in Clovis? .
.I
I don't think there are any; the country is so flat. The park is!
about the only pretty view. We just don't have much view
here; unless you want to go out in the fields 'when the grain. is
ripening. ThSlt'S pretty.

A 24-year-old male student
'Q. What impressions are available traveling through the city?
. A. .~tness, and bigness of the grain elevators. Traffic is compar.
at~vely slow because you have to stop at every other traffic lig~t.f:
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.Q. What surfaces and textures are available in the city?
A. Something thatwiII impress the people on the ~oad is the
, plowed rows o'f fields.
Q. Does the city function as a whole: politicaIly,= econom~caIly,
and physically?
A. The people here really pig Clovis. Birds of a feather flock to~ .
gether. There are people here that have the ability to think
and do think, but there are people here who think on alevel ;o~
material objects and everyday occurrences but never get beyond that. But the people live here and like it-sa I can't
knock the people and what they think.
'
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Donald Finkel
,

The Garbage Wars
And he dwelleth in desolate cities, -and in houses
which no man inhabiteth, which are ready to become heaps.
"
. .
The
prison is
. the world
of sight,
theJight
of the fire
is the
Sun.

The city wears about h~r neck a
garland of dead rats· like an
albatross
where can we stow it?
foul conglomerate
the poor, whom
charity corrupts
brain-damaged'
infants marked for the heap by
starvation
the jails filled
overflowing with the young, the
drunken and the meek
for walking
for smoking it
on the grass
for stealing cars
for lying .
in front of them
snipers and
pacifists

to

headless dolls, bicycles without wheels, .thIn
cushions vomiting kapok, non-returnable bottles
(from the alleys of history step
the garbage men
an army of dog-catchers
and exterminators
marching on the ghet,to
armed with headache balls and sledges)
as an example the General nails
a nation to the stake 'sets it .
aflame
friend and foe alike
they get the
assist via satellite
message
plain as a head on a pike
dapper little man
glaring through
gunmetal glasses
Into the heart of the flame
a silk scarf bloon:ts like a lily at his throat.
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The Greeks
set backfires to
i: save their
: ships.

They've thrown a wall round the ghetto
the Governor's
withdrawn behind it
doubled the guard
0 happy complicity!
on the hill the students,have taken
the library
overturn ceremoniously
files for the letters A through E
. one thousand billy-swinging fathers .
~
burst through the doors
thunder
v~
of tumbling-books
catcalls in the ashes,t. '

And the fish that was in the river died; and the
fiver stank, and the Egyptians could' not drink
of the water.. of the river; and there was blood
throughout a11 the.laneJ of Egypt.
'
Did Herakleitos
teach a
general
conflagra- .
tion?

.

,

\1

,1
~

~i

And the Ceneral
time's ultimate
garbage man
moves in toclean up
he rakes the streets with fire
wipes out the snipers' nests
(for the purpose at every corner great .
municipal incinerators
and the smo~e
thereof
and the ashes likewise
~ ~..
consumed·
and the residue'pressed . ~
into bricks with which to build
new inc'inerators ) .
in the ghetto
the inmates have set fire to their mattresses
black clouds of acrimonious smoke .
appall the suburbs
the city
the supermarket
I
thrashes in her agony
shrieks through her broken teeth
ten thous~nd bedrooms lift their burning eyes to th~C9ns~ellations for a sign.
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Eldridge Lovelace
() Communities For A New Generation

,

The ideal future city wiIl be free of slums, poor layouts, billboards.
A resident will consider his ,city as extending to the limits of a 100
mile radius, yet will live in a 25,000-50,000 population district
separated by continuous parks from otller parts of the urban region.
These are expectations of certain recent graduates and students of
city pl?nning, as interpreted by the author,a senior planner.

I

THE CITY SHOULD SERVE the people who live in it. This Seems self·
evident, yet it is a principle almost universally violated in the
American city. Our cities do not serve their inhabitants. Rather
they are almost entirely an accretion of decades of land speculation
and speculative building-the means of livelihood for the one to
two percent of the population in the urban real estate and building
construction industries.
City building is the most backward of our technologicall processes,
and the "lead-in" time for application of new techniques is unbelievably long. We are not yet applying all of the city planning
techniques that were recognized in city planning schools and taught
to me in the 1930's. Use of "density zoning" for flexible subdivision
design 'has -become accepted in St,. Louis County, Missouri :dnly in
the last five years; yet it was an integral part of the County's first
" zoning ordinance proposed in 1940.
,
Coupled with this long lead-in time is the almost incredible dura·
bility of urban construction. Most of our buildings Jast 75 to 100
years; s~bdivision street layouts, whether good or bfld (Santa Fe, for
example), are still with us several centuries after they were built.
With a design lead-in time of 30 to 50 years and with an average
buildihg life of' 75 to 100' years, we cannot expect, an urban environment to serve people satisfactorily when it :is 100 to 150 years out of
phase}Vith them.
' .
The lead-in time can be reduced. Areas of old buildings can be
done away with or replaced by a "God bless the bulldozer" urban
renewal approach-or they can be abandoned; many have been
: deserted and more will be. Perhaps one reason we have been so
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slow to reduce this lead-in time is that we have not dramatized the
alternatives' or 1;>uilt examples qf new urban areas so superior that
they compel the more universal imposition of improved principles
and standards.
It was in th~ spring of the year when I was asked to contribute to '
this journa'l. This is the time when our planning ,firm adds -new ,
graduates of planning, engineeripg, and landscape architectlJral,schools to our staff and also the til11e when we engage a small group
of students' to workforhs during t~e summer. I am not too likely. to
live in the: postindustrial city and thus I have only an ~cademic
int~rest in it. Ho.we.,.. v~r, these YOU~g people will, and !hey ar~ bei~g
tramed to be, sensItIve to the va ues that the postmdustn~l',CIty
should have. I as~ed several ofthe two questions:
" ;:
(

res~ect~oes

I

·1

.

;

diff~r

In what
your genEiration
from mine? .
How would you design a city tp serve the characteristics of your
generation, particularly those that di~er from mine?
,
.
Let me summariz~ their replies tq the first question:
1: They believe ,that the most important relationships are between people ,rather than one's identification with a religion,
a philosophy, or a government.
2. They reject ideologies or apparent certainties' based only on
faith and dogma.
3. They do not accept traditional values, old moral codes, intense
patriotism, or Joyalty to an institution such as a school. They
are less discipl~ned and have les& respect for their elders or for
property.
,
4- ' They earnestly believe that the world can and should be improved. Many of this new generation can be expected to
devote themselves unselfishly to this purpose. ~eir motivation would be personal and their.approach pragmatic.
5. Many of them believe that this world is of supreme importance, the her~after of little importance. This is coupled with
the fact that they are better educated, have traveled more
widely, and are more aware of what is goipg on in the wop,d.
6. On the other hand, their feelings of empathy are 'weake~ed by
a lack of familiarity with hardship, hunger, poverty. . ,',
'
7. Because easy credit and time payments have made it'p<?ssible
for th~m to buy almost anything, success is no longer mea'
sured by material things.
8. Rising expectations as to the quality of life have made them
less tolerant of the problems of society.
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9. They are influenced by the complicated scientific society, one
feature of which has been the atomic weapons which make
the world so insecure.
'
10. They are more geared to specialtie~, more' professio~ally ori·
ented.
,
'
11. They are not tied to a place but are very mobile.
12. They place a high value on thqse persons who help them get
ahead. They see themselves as living in a much more com·
petitive world, one in which it is harder to get to the top. It is
a world in which intelligence and creativeness, instead of mere
diligence, are the keys to $uccess.
.
!

..

f

What kind of a city shouldjbe designed to serve this new gener·
ation? How s1].ould this city differ from the present city Of from the.,
cities we seem to be trying to design? These questions are, much
more difficult to answer. However, a number of suggestions were
made by our young staff members ~
il. A major obj(ICtive of the city of the future must be to maximize
relationships among people-=-to promote human interaction by persuasive elements in the physical environment_
2. Small urban cells should be created in the larger settlement.
These should be the fundamental units of the community. "Cluster
design" may be used to create them.
3. More sophisticated urban design should be used to bring about
both higher population densities and more open wace. The design
should. pem;it privacy for th~ indivi~ual.and the tamily but atthe
same ttmeaHow the opportumty to mIX WIth others.
4. The city d¢sign should combine the small "cells" into neighborhoods and then into districts, which then combine to form the
metropolis..The objective is an arrangement that permits the in· '
d~vidual to know who he is and where he fits into the life of the
city. Further, he should be able to see these patterned relationships
. outdoors, and the city should cease being visually chaotic.
5. The city should be built <;>n a human scale. Grandiose, baroque
concepts should go.
1
, 6. The city should be livable. The super-human scale that characterizes such majo.r technological improvements as highways, rapid
transit lines, and airports should be mitigated by careful design
that respects the human scale.
7. Educational facilities should become a more dominant feature
of the physical city, reflecting more adequatelyitheir importance in
,
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society~as, in the past, churches, business offices, and government
building have dominated.
..
8. There should be more open 'space and it should fit in with the _
,new pattern of the city, winding through it everywhere rather than -'
existing here arid there haphazardly as isolated chunks.
9. There should pe no barriers in the city that express any distinc- ,
tions of class or race.
.
10. The new cityshould be natural in design without any-ustenta-_
. tion or faking, with the emphasis on qualities and amenIties which
promote hum,an wellbeing. Those existing areas which reduce well.being
create tension" such as stereotyped high density, all higll
,rise res/dehtial areas, (the Pruitt-Igoe housing project in St. Louis,
'for example), dilapidated or 'run-down areas, residential ,neighborhoods ~ithout parks or those next to heavy industries, \Yould alL be
. .
eliminated.
11. The person would have priority over the automobile: each
would have separate paths, and crossings would be minimized.
. Separatic;m of human and vehicular traffic 'would also be charac- " .
. teristic of shopping areas.
.
;, II'! summary, the new, city would be orderly, attractive, and intimate, with the most offensive products of today's technology (pollution, billboards, overhead wires,1itter and dirt) no longer-tolerated.
Desig!?-, WQuld be given new importan~e. Habitations would be built
with a view toward the relations -of the individual building to the
whole, structure of the city. Livability and technological problemsplving would go hand in hand.
.
.
.'
,
Urban areas develop to,enable people to do things together better
than they can do them apart. The large metropolis peUl!its a wide
spectrum of specialized training aod interactions betweelf an ever
increasing number of disciplines. 'Seemingly, all factors influence
the corrtinuation of large concentratio~sof people. However, improvem~nts in transportation-notably th~ freeway-enable these
concentrations to be dispersed and loosely organized. Beyond the
large concentrations (such as Albuquerque) we find the smaller
eities serving as trade centers 'for a decreasing agricultural population; as government centers (Santa Fe, for example); as' tourist
centers; or serving a specialized economic. a~tivity ~ potash mining
at Carlsbad, for example). These smaller cItIes are hk<=:IY to ~come
more and more dependent upon the metropolis for many functions.
Those within one-hundred miles of the metropolis ate likely to be,
in reality, fundtioning parts of the metropolis itself.
.

or

I!
,

~
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I,

. To deal with the "city" alone is ridiculous.! The urban environment must be dealt with by a regional approach. Fundamental to
this is the correct allocation of the small area\ which will be used
for strictly urban purposes. With -five million \persons, more than
twice what we have now, two-thirds of the 3'~oo square mile St.
Louis Metropolitan Area will be vacant or in ~griculture, and this
is after generous land allocations for recreation!. If we deal with a
1;00 mile radius region, the proportion of land ih urban use will be
even smaller. For the nation as a whole, even the largest estimates
of urban population do not require urban occupan~y of more than
. three percent of our land area. We should. not lose Sight of the
other 97 percent.' .
Largely inspired by the federal government through the continuous transportation planning requirements of the Federal Highway
Act, the requirements of Section 204 of the Housing Act of 1966,
~nd the availability of Federal grants for two-thirds of the cost under
Section 701 of the Housing Act, there hj1s recently been a flurry of
regional planning. Some of this has been handled by "Councils of
Government," which are representative of the elected officials of
all or most of the affected local g~vernment agencies.' '
Behind this regional planning program so largely financed by the
federal government is the premise that applications for federal
grants will be reviewed by the regional planning agency and theoret·
ically turned down if they do not conform to the regional plan. Per·
haps local and state expenditures will be subjected to similar review
and consequent approval or disapproval. Normal log·rolling proce·
dures, however, make it most unlikely that any loosely organized
and voluntary "Councils of Government"" will disapprove any application for a federal grant-by one of its members.
More important is the fact that control of land use is the basis for
all planning. If you cannot predetermine where the shopping centers
. or the industrial areas or the apartment complexes go, what luck
will you ·have in planning the highways, or the sewers, or even the
open space? From the point of view of most transportation planners,
land use planning is more a matter of prediction than planning. The
future community pattern is anticipated by computer formulae and
not designed by anyone. The o'nly "choice" is the haphazard opera-,
tion ·of the real estate market; the O'nly problem is how to predict
this.
.. Thus from the standpoint of improving urban environment 'or
achieving the objectives cited by our young staff members, the
curre~t regional planning is likely to be an exerc
in frustration
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and futility. This does. not "fIlt'1ln that many useful lessons ,-are not
being learned and many good things accomplished. We a~e like a
batter who is hitting .0 50 when his average should be .350.
. Our firm recently completed a regional plan for the 90astal Bend,
Region of Texas, an area of 11,400 square miles (larger th~ Maryland) centered on Corpus Christi. The regional commission repre-"
sents 12 counties and 13 cities. The population of 420,000 .n 1965
is expected to be 750,000 by 1990 and 1,200,000 by 2020. The region
'has common probl~ms of land use, industrial development" recreation, tourist prol11otipn, and wat~r. Our regional plan revealed an'
unexpectedly large reservoir of public interest'in the region as a
region, far transc~nding the usual parochial interest solelyi in the
home town. It is probable that the public is actually aheadl of ,the
planners and, prlblic officials in its thinking and would be affirmative, even' eriH\usiastic, in its support ef measures required to
carry out a regional plan.
'
One fundamental, difficulty' in current regional planning: is the
implicit f!ssumption that 50 to 100 tor more) indepe~dent,local
government agencies are voluntarily going to adjust their land use
planning (zoning ordinances) to a regional plan. This is incredibly
naive. In many metropolitan regions' the various agencies compete
with' each other for such tax' plums as regional shopping cenlters or
large ipdustrial d,istricts. The dependence of local governments (and
especi~lly school districts) on the real estate tax results in high
taxes ~hen the ~uburD (or satellite city) is completely residential.
Thus each area or agency tries to secure a "bal(J.nced" tax base. The
objectiive, jf'yotihave 35 or 40 school districts in a metropolitan
area, ~s'to have an industrial'district, an office complex, or a shopping dept.er in every one. This is a silly w~y t,o lay out ~ metropol~s.,
In mab lI\lstances the looked-for result wIll not b~ achIeved, and In
others\the.growth of the metropolis will be disto~q. ,
We\must find a way to use all the economIC resources of the
metropolis; equitably for all its people. This is not an insurmountable
problem but weare ta~ing too long:a time getting to it. Until we do,
it will ~ il1\lpossible to carry out a sound regional land use plan.
Keepkng the "new generation" ideals in mind, why can we not
devise r gicmal 'patterns conducive tofheir realization? :Mtich co~ld
be acco plished if, on a state-wide or, regional basis; we dC? no more
than zon tpe land! into agricultural, conservation, and urban areas,
as has b ~ done,in Hawai,i. We should. use zoning as a planning
rather tha I' as a house~eeping tool. Yet if we do not begin to 'Use
land properl~ in the g.eneral interest of the entire region, mast of
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what we propose for solutions of urban problems will be just talk,
full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.
The pattern of a region should be an arrangement of communities arounq a center limited in size and surrounded by a greenbelt.
The individual communities should be -separated from each other
by open and agricultural areas. The individual communities should
differ in size and function, and each should have carefully assigned
local governmental responsibilities, yet operate· under reasonably
firm regional controls exercised by a regional government or by the
state itself.
"
But what of the'old central city? Obviously, under a regional arrangement it should be split up into n\lmber of smaller parts, each
of a size to foster the "personal interaction" rightfully so dear to
our young planners. With populations of 25,000 to 50,000, St.
Louis, for example, could be divided into 15 to 20-5uch parts.
There are straws in the wind. The Model City Program has
evoked cries for more neighborhood participation, and this has led
to demands for some neighborhood control to justify this participation. Responsible legal authorities propose allocating some municipal functions to a neighborhood government, a proposal reminiscent of one made in the 19.30's by the National Associatidnof Real
Estate Boards. Population densities in the ghettos are being reduced
"naturally."2 Is it really so fantastic to think of rebuilding central
city areas for low density residence with a very generous allocation
of open space, and then accommodating new neighborhoods in satellite cities 25 to 50 miles away? The old areas can be rebuilt so they
are'"'similar in character and local governmental organization to the
satellite cities and yet still retain their priceless heritage of historic,
landmarks and distinctive character. Rebuilding need not be merely
sterile high rises interspersed with parking lots and sewer pipe playgrounds.
•
Technological change seems to occur ever rnQre rapidly. Among
other. things, this means that buildings become obsolete more
rapidly, and this in 'turn lends appeal to buildings with interchangeable parts that can be put up, taken down, and changed around ~th
ease. 3 The apparent success of prefabricated row houses in Chicago
and the increasing popularity of the mobile horne are also significant.
One of our young staff members said: "The city of the future.
must'maximize relationships between people. It must promote
human interaction." How is this to be done? Interaction can be a
by-product of "density zoning" or "cluster planning:'4 In the zoning process
a developer
is allowed to build row houses ~r apartments
.
.
.

a

f,
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or single-fJIhily homes' ~n smaller lots if he sets aside equivalent
open spac,e 10r the use of the project residents and, usually, if he
does not ip.erease the overall population density. This leaves the
problem of who takes care of the quasi-public open space. The city
or countyJh~quently cannot or will not. But property owners associations can lk established 5 and these can become excellent vehicles
for personJllinteraction on a scale that is manageable and purposeful. Subdivisions of this type are becoming popular. A recent study
of a 12 sqtJF1~e mile area in St. Louis, County (ably one-third built
up) disclosec.l that 320 acrelhad already been set aside in "common
'.
. ' ,
,ground."
On a more informal basi there has been some success with citizens' advi~ory committees in various co~munities, though often
these have proved abortive when they have tried to be more than
sounding bo~rds. 1}1e. Model City approaches are too new to' be
conclusive, '~ut some of them, such as that jn St. Louis, appear: to
'
besuccessfull
Apparentily we need urban "cells'; of, say,;oo to 2,000 people.
(These mi2ih1,.tt be "s1,lbdivisions" in new areas or groups of blocks in
older neighbbrhoods). Then we need "communities" of 25,000 to
50poo perS9bs. (These are what have long been called cities, but
now larger leWes. would be subdivided into, smaller ones.) Then,
finally, we n~ed the great metropolitan regions, such as the 11,000
square mile,! t :?-county region around Corpus Christi.
The magpitude of the entire problem may be lessened by the
"pilI" an4its tesuItingslowing down of population growth. Yet e~n
. with a stable.\ population (which is not at all likely), the tas1c of
restructuring :our urban 'areas and bringing them close to the objectives expJr~ssed by the new generation is formidable. Th~t generation will heed a commitment, an involvement, an understartding,
and an ent~tisiasm for this far more than anything evoked by Eugene McGaIithy. And\the commitment and enthusiasm will nee4 to
be sustained 'dve!-" a much longer period.
.
.
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Richard ~. Babcock., and Fred P. BosseIman, ·"Citize~ Parti~ipation: A
Suburban Su~~~tion for the Central City," Symposium on Housing, Law and
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The Neigh~orhood Improvement Act, ~ Suggested State Statute for the
Protection and Improvement of Neighborhoods through Action of Property
Owners, Nation~l Association of Real Estate Boards.
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and the California School Construction System Development, Engineering
News Record, (June 20, 1968) ,.84.
'
4- Eldridge Lovelace and William L. Weismantel, Organic ~oning for
Planned Residential Developments, Urban Land Institute Technical Bulletin
42; Joint Committee from the Urban Land Institute and National Association
of Home Builders, New Approaches to Residential Land Development, A Study
of Concepts and Innovations, Urban Land Institute Technical Bulletin 40;
Joint Committee ftom the Urba'n Land Institute and National Association of
Home Builders, Innovations versus Traditions in Community Development, A
Comparative Stu,dy in Residential Land Use, Urban Land Institute Technical
Bulletin 47.
5. See: The Homes Association Handbook, Urban Land Institute Technical
.
Bulletin 50.
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Weeds, Flies and l\tlagic i

i

.

I
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I

WE ARE HrfNOTIZED by onr~tools and other products. Ask an architect,. e~giIt~. r, or cra~tsman-~hat. is t~1e best thing ~ ever made,
and It IS un~lkely he wIll mention hIS chIldren.
. '. ./
Stop fo~ ~ moment: look at the world around you, seeking elegance, simp1icity, beauty. \\leeds and flies begi}1 to loom larger than
skyscrapers! ~nd jet planes. Last month I was talking to Clard Svenson and hripointed out that ~ person's own self. was his greatest
achievemeI(l~, that creations such as ourselves are white magic,
whereas ai~planes and TV sets are black magic. We'lu:e more impressed bYithe trivial results 6f our ow~ bJack magic than by the
wonders 0ilifhite magic-clouds, trees, snakes, birds.
'
.
Where oes all the merchan&se come fiom? Have you ever seen
a refrigerat i~ being manufactured or the machines that prodoce the
copper wir i that is strung all over? Is it not possible that other
planets arel hading with us? Maybe another planet is taking our
rats and d~Ihping new Chevys and TV's and blenders. But isn't
this silly? \fe all know that we could track down the machines that
draw out cqpper wire. Yet some link is missing between us and this..
stuff. It CO~Ud just as well be corning from outer space.
You wal through a door, hand someone a dollar, and get a metal
caI~ filled w
paint. You shake the caI?, t~en press i. button on top
of It, and 'PF,int sprays. out, and the pamt IS exactly the same color
as the top ~f the can. Now if this seems mysterious, it is of course
nothing co pared to p-utting a tiny seed in dark brown earth, watering it, and etting a big, green mass of flexible st,ems and leaves with
perfectly a tacped tomatoes which turn from -green to red and
which you cl n ptuck of{ and pop in your mouth.
.
It is a w rId that is :too complex and too subtle for most of us.
We are rea,y to'chuck the whole beautiful, challenging mess. We
s~rrender .~' t compl~~.,ities'and h~r?-to.-expr~ss relationships to a
SImpler mm tal, machme pattern. LIvmg IS so dIfficult.
.-Look at Iridge girde;'rs. Like us, they are under ·enormous strain,
but you can!Ilot qeny that they are better off: better judgment was
involved in: Itheir construction and placement) and enfqr~ed laws
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prevent fatal overloads. One becomes envious/ of an existence in
which problems and strains are relieved by the introduction of a
fever or a hydraulic jack. For the internal problems of the self, ri.
ternal dexterity is only a distraction. Do you suppose that I could
obtain a grant from the g~v~nment to investigate communication
with other galaxies jf my t1reOry was that people who live in harmony with themselves and their world must be already in contact
'with some other civilization?
What do we adl)1ire? What do we think is progress? Freeman
Dyson, of the lnstitute for Advanced Studies at Princeton, advises
astronomers to look for cool stars as signs of advanced civilizations.
.He says the huge energy requirements of advanced civilizations will
require thc;:ir cocooning themselves in with their sun, with gigantic
shrouds which will utilize the radiant energy. If we-do it, as he says'
we can (we can get building materials by disassembling Jupiter), we
shall be prm·ided with one hundred thirty trillion times the energy
we now consume. What woulcf we do with all that energy? We
hypothesize that there are civilizations advancing along these lines,
and our scientists are trying to communicate with them.
A. bearded man with scabs on his arms mak~s his way into the
control room of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory at
Green Bank, West Virginia where there has been a five-year million·
dollar effort to communicate with outer space. The personnel have
fled days ago. He speaks into a microphone. "Sorry this bunch of
nuts here have been bugging you. We just got to 'em in time. Man,
these microphones are terrible, uhch. I'm hangin' it up so 1 can get
tuned in with you folks again." This man makes more sense to me
than Freeman Dyson and the rest of the energy freaks.
But 1 wish suddenly to shift to my own work, to the solar heating
of buildings. 1 feel that it would be a nice feature in architecture: to
be able to reac{the latitude by the slant of heat collectors. One
might be surprisat in the mountains of Mexico to find a villag~'s
heat collectors slanted gently, while~e pine trees and snow would
indicate a much higher latitude. Or gain, a favoring of east or west
would say sotnething about the cl¥ ate. Along parts of the West
Coast, collectors would be best slan1ed to the west since the moun·
tains ~re so~ten foggy. It ~o~ld be nice to read the rhythm of
cloudmes~ttheform of a bmldmg.
.
1 have been working on a device that can tilt to follow the sun
throughout the day, like a sunflower. (1 thought 1 was the inventor",
but the patent office informs me that Charles William Geer ap'
plied this principle in 1959.) I think this device has the characteris- .
4
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tics we shJ,uld be looking for in our
It is a tube dosed
at both en4s and bent in an arc of about 240 degrees, partially filled
with waterllOr some more volatile liquid, and evacuated except for
the liquid jmd the gas that boils off the liquid. The tube is either
clear, so that the sun shines through it, or it is insulated-except for
the two eqds, which iare dark and which neat up when the sun
shines on ~hem. Thde ends are shaded so that the sun may shine
o? only onr at a time, \tQ~ ~nd farthest from the sun..The liquid. insIde the tu~ serves tq dIvIde the pockets of gas at eIther end, Just
.like the tFap below a k~tchen sink, apd it serves as the ballast which,
. when temp~rature cba:nges move the liquid from one section of the
tube to an~ther, bring the position it occupies in the tube to the
low point ~n.d therefor.e turns the whole apparatus. If the device is
positioned fO that one end is farther from the sun than the, other,
then the sun shines on that end and it grows warm, liSluid evap, orates, the gas ~xpands and pushes the liquid towards theVother end,
which thus Irbtates the whole devi'ce to face the sun. Once in focus,
both· ends are shaded and it remains at rest until the- sun moves
enough to shine past one of the shades.
This device is silent, it does not wear out, it is responsive, you
would beatlle to see it get up and move to face the sun at day-break~
You could bonfuse one by shading it with your hand. You cOl{1d
make one dIove by w~yming an end with your hand. Think of the.
difference tl,etween this and snmething driven by a large

.

:
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motor. A power failute would cripple all such trackers, a~d once the
juice-went on the? would follow something that wasn't there until
they were set. On a cloudy day, the liquid heliotrope might or might
not find the source of radiation behind the clouds. It would be interesting to watch. A clock driven mechanism would go on regard·
lesfuf clouds, shadows, or night time.
A duck and an airplane collide.
Our blood transports oxygen with iron ions. When did the iron
age begin?
:
\
It's harder to learn to walk than to dnve.
.
!
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· Eduardo E. Lozano
The Postindustrial City In A Regional Context
In the advanced economy of the United States, cities are so in·
terdependent th;lt their functions and relative contributioI!s can
best be portrayed simultaneously, using a "field theory." Such a
IJ portrayalI' which resembles topographic mapping, shows that urban
specialization is occurring. By using a "field theory" the emerging
postindustrial role of any city within the national urban field can
be surmised.
.
This article may confound the casual reader. It contributes to the:
n~ discipline of regional science, which combines geography, eco-

nomics and mathematics.

.t
~

I

I

"I

I

I. THE INTEGRATED ECONOMIC SPACE.
Location takes place on a part lof the geograph~cal pla,ne, but it is
strongl~ condition.ed by other sets of "universes," especially the
econoID\ic ones. Thus, it is necessary to integrate the existing economic system and the geographic characteristics-resources and
climate-to obtain a valid description of the "locus of possible loca·
tions." This is called the economic space.l The fundamental vari·
abIes of the economic spac;e are distance and time,with distance
being the "economic ~is~nce;" ~he ~ost of £Pction oyer- spa~e,
rather than the geometncdistance III mlles. 2 The economIC space In
an advanced economy has the following characteristics:
Integration (as opposed to lotal isolation) is shaping an aggregate
demand market, distributed over the national space and also chang·
ing the concept of the supply structure. The process of integration
is the abolition or reduction of discrimination or friction-tariffs or
transfer costs-between economic units. 3 M,inimization of distance·
cost inputs maximizes accessibility to the ~arket~ Ithus increasing
·trade and reducing self-sufficiency.
E~tension (as opposed to reduced area )fntroduces the diversity
of. the geographical characteristics of the~grOUp of regions. The·
process of economic development may regi .nalize on a continental)
or subcontinental scale.4 The reduction of transfer costs tends to!
J
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increase the market aJ a for each production, whereas the process of
integratipn tends to reak the isolation ot contiguous regions, in .-rtwo different but para leI processes.
The larger the siz of the integrated economy, the greater the
positive production e ects will be, through the increasing possibilities of the internal ivision of labor-sectorial and 10cationaI.It
has been noticed tha economic i~tegration weakens the tendency
to (small). national gglomerations and intensifies (large) supernational agglomeratio S.5
.
Specialization by rclgions is the result of the extensive and integrated economic spade. The division and subdivision of labor is
cause and result of the process of economIc development. Eric
LaI11JPard states that regional specialization is the link between the
techtlOlogical and the spatial conditions of economic development,
tha~it is related to the e~tension of the.market, and in tum c~eates
wid r, markets; that it raises the production potentiality of the integratd community; that it generates an efficient pattern of land use;
and that irresults in greater savings of time, effort and resources. 6
Specialization contributes to the growth of demand and reduces
the input coefficients on the production side. A parallel phenomenon
to regional specialization is regional interdependence, expressed in
increasing trad~ of jhe surplus from each s~cialized region ito the
other. The pro:cess of economic development tends to eliminate
11ocalism/' t~at is, regions at a small self-sufficient level, while it
tends to gene ate r gions on a larger scale, with specialization and.
close interrela ionsh'p amdng them.
.
Within the context, of those regional processes it is postulated
that the urban system is subject to changes that affect is basic structure. The following two sections deal with population and income
~~istribution p~ttern. ~n. a mac~o scale and wit~ regional sp~,ciali~"
aon of economIC actIVItIes, whIle the final sectIon summanre,s--"the .hypothetical directions of change that are affecting the urban sys-'
tern. The U.S. is the case s t u d y . ·
\
I

' .

~

,
J

.;
;1

..

~

/~

n. NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

(

/

The national p-larket is distributed over the country,.constituting
a s~atial variable a~ its value changes fro.m. one unit area toan..o taer.
demand mo~el must explain the effects of the tota,l demand"
.strUcture, formalizing the rela~ions between the different unit markets in space, as the distance factor directly affects the value ¢ the
market. In other words, the model must describe the relative"acces-·

Thr
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sibility of each area to the national market, since producers are interested not only in their immediate surroundings but in the maximum market that it is feasible to reach. .
A potential model that has the dimensions of "field quantity" is
suitable to describe the effects of densitY distribution and accessibility.7 The potential value at a given point is the integral of the density of each of the differential areas times the area of the differential,
over the distance from each differeqtial area to the point that has to
be evaluated. The multiplication of density times area is the "mass"
of the unit; the ratio of this mass over distance from this-unit to the
point under consideration introduces the effects of distance. The
integration brings together .the effects of all the areal units in the
plane.
I
.
D M I
Formally: IV = f 1r
where IV=potential value at ~int i
D=density at each and;"every differential area dA
Ir=distance from i to each and all differential areas
The next step is to pass fro~' the potettial value at one area to
the estimation of the potential' at all are s ,into which the country
has been divided. It is then pos 'ible to rna ,those values and to link
with contour lines all points of equal·potentlat value, resulting in a
family of isopotential curves. The mapping obtained is a. three-dimensional terrain: the potential surface.
"""
I
In terms of dimensions, mass is expressed in the units of the
, "universe" selected, as a reSJ,llt of multiplying density (universe
over area) times area. The potential is universe units over distance
units, resulting in, for example, people per mile or dollars per mile. I
Since the effective market is better described by the inclusion of the
income per capita levels, density is expressed in population times in·
corne per capita, that is, an income density index. Th~n Plass will be
given,in dollars and potential in dollars per mile, as shown below:
De!Jsity=
~
}

,

t
I
of

!i

1

Mass=

$

$

$

Sq~ mile
People
Sq.mile= $

Sq. mile
Potential=

$
mile

.~

!..

People
Sq. mile
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In the definition of the economic distance lies. t~e prqblem of adjusting it to the empirical observation <;>f the effect of distance on
interaction, to reflect decreases in interaction levels caused by increases in distance beyond lineal proportionality. This leads to theintroduction of different exponents for distanc;e:
The possibility of chahgin~ the exponential of distance ~es notbasically affect ~hepotential surface, but it does.result in fuodels
with greater or fewer details. The squared distance tends to show
more of tlie local1market influence of cities-over the national'surface
-more 16ca~ "Fs"-than the simple di~tailce ·~t the first p~wer.
Since distance.-Is il stronger factor when raIsed to the second,power,
there is a quicker reduction of the natiopal potential, allowing local
influences to appear. The useof the squar~d distance gives potentials
in $/sq. mile, thesame units of density. The simple distance would
insteadt'result in less steep and more unified surfaces; with fewer
local peaks. In this case, it is the "gr~dient" of the surface, given in
$Isq. mile, that is comparative to the density units, this being import~nt because the condition for emergence of a local peak is that
the local density value be higher than the gradient yaludof the
potential surface at this location. The simple distance model is •
adopted because it is better suited to the macro analysis of an integrated economy, in which the trend toward reduction of transfer .
costs would mean a reauction of higher exponentials affect~ng distance.
:
The elements the potential surface. mentioned above must now
be brie6y explained. The gradients or slopes cross the contour lines
and have values expressing the change of the potential per unit of
distance in the direction selected, that is, dV; being their units the
- I
dr
same as density:
$/mile. l/mile==~/sq. mile.

at

J

" ~~~g .the .sin,~ular ~oints of the pote~tial.surf2ce there ~re
peaks and "pIts, the hIghest and lowest pomts II) the surwundmg
area; "saddle poihts," representing a local maximum and a local
minimum at tlk same time; "ridges" and "courses:~ the lines that
connect peak td peak and the lines that connect pit to pit.
The U.S. Potential model to be used is the one already computed
in the Americah Geographical Society for 1959 with States as basic
units (see Map 1). pre income population potential values are expressed in lO6X $/mlle to simplify notation, and are assigI1ed at the
centroid of each state.
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ttS.

. The income population potential surlace of the
interprete
as a model of the national economic space prese~ts the followi
characteristics:
- .a. The largest concentration of "economic population" is -locate
in a continuous "urban region," extending from Bbston to Wash'ing
ton. with the peak of potential at New York. It constitutes a linea
structure oriented North-South and defined by the ocean to the eas
and a steep slope to the west.
_
b. The second concentration is a "plateau" ending at the city 0
Chicago, which is its peak.- It constitutes a punctual structute {In·
ented East-West and defined only by a steep slope around its end at
Chicago.
c. The third concentration is at the cities of Los Angeles and San
Francisco, shaping a punctual structure oriented North-South and
limited by the ocean to the west and a steep slope around each
urban center.
)
I
d. The rest of the country is a relativyly flat sbrface with minimum
values at the Rocky Mountains. Only New England shows s~~htly
- steeper slopes, emphasizing the rapid Jeduction in accessibilil1' of a
- more isolatedregion. 8
This ~~ysis permits::me preliminary statements I~I?ing the'
•
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Map
;

1.

Income Population Potential, by States,
U.S.A., 1959 (in $/m,ile x 108 )
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nature of the ut.blan s.ystem in the postindustrial econoriIy.The
country is orien~Fd and keyed toward a few urban areas; and, loeationalIy, twp uroan types can be differentiat,ed: the lineal Urban
Region--1made by a former metropolis and cities-and the Punctual met~opolis. Due to the disYcmce exponent chosen for this
model, other urban centers that! would otherwise emerge with.
. lo~l peaks are covered by the national potential surface. Furth~rmore, the universe variable is the spatial distribution of re·.gional incoIf1es, which tends to empha~ize the weight of the larger
urban centers as opposed to the smaller ones and rural areas.9

'~:
.
After this aggreiate analysis of the potent~l model, it is neces~

• Ill.

REGIONf SPECIALIZATION

sary to reach. some level of disaggregation arid to relate the loca, tion of the diffe!"ent economic sectors to the process of regional development. This implies a sectorial macroana~ysis.
The alfalytical method to be used is a transformation of the 10ional coefficient method. The first step is tpe selection of a PrQ-- '
d etion index, which for industrial (nOn-agri CU. ltur~l) analy~is can
b emplbyment. The locational coefficient method is a relative
i dexof production becaus~ it indicates the ratio of a given area's
relative production, (i.e., employment) to the national percentage in th~t same sector. This assumes that a perf~ctly distributed
. activity would s~ot ratios equal to one in all areas of the country,
and that any irleq!uality would appear in higher loeational coefficients for th~ ar~ with a larger relative concentration of that
economic activjity.
,
.

i.

F rmally: locational coefficient LCi == .
I
Area 1 Percentage Employment
:.
in Sector x
National Percentage Employment
in Sector x

I

\

I

'J1he sportcomin~ of this index is in not allowing interar~ com~
pari~ons. It is possible that a small region in the country may show
ahigher LC value, and a larger area a lower LC value; nevertheless,
from the point'of view 'of the effect on the coun.try's economy, the
lower index of the larger area may represent a larger absolute level
of ·production. Such a ease is apparent in comparing, for example, New Hampshire and New Jersey in the. manufacturing sector:
LCvalues are, respectively, 1.45 and 1.29, .but New Jersey has a

'"

\.
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weight in'the country's economy eight times greater than that 0
-:r New Hampshire. It is for this reason that the area's "weight" is intro
; duced, normalizing the indices and making them comparable. TIl(
selected weight is the area's share of total employment in the coun
try, which thus becomes a constant coefficient for all sectors understudy.
'
Formally: weight WI = Area 1 total Employment
National total Employme:nt
By affecting the LC with the W value, a total locational distri·
bution value is obtained, providing the absolute level of pro due·
. tion of a given sector in an area, and making it comparable to
values of different sectors in other areas. The TLD index is also
equal to the ratio of the Area's Employment in a sector to the Na·
. tional Employment in the sa~e sector.
Formally: total locational distribution TLDl: W •LCl:
1

=
'

1

1

=

Area 1 sector x Employment
I
National sector x Employment .
The next step'is to compute indices that Ishow the level of regional specialization for a given sector. It is necessary to postulate
that there is a constant per capita :consumptiqn in· each sector, and
that any surplus above the national average prbduction level will be
exported to other areas with an LC value below one. This does not
consider such problems as product substitution or cross haulings,
but for.a broad sectorial division it can be valid.
.
If it is accepted that areas producing a given sec~or at the same
level as the national average would show an LC ra'tio of One, any'
area with values over one can be considered as producing a surplus
over their own needs, thus being specialized in this sector. The LC
value minus one would result in the, exportable surplus, or 'an index of specialization, ealled the specialized locationatcoefficient.
Formally: specialized loeational coefficient SLCx = LCx - 1
1
1
,
Following the same steps discussed for the total indices, it is
now po,ssible to/affect the specialized index with a "weight"-thatis,
th~ area's share of total employmenf-in order to obtain an i.ndex
allowing interarea comparisons. This is called the specialized Ioea·
tional distribution index..
Formally: specialized Ioeational distribution SLDx = W • ~LCx
I

.

1

1

1

In the U.S. empirical study, the unit area selected is the, State,
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and the sectorial division is the simplest industrial classificati6n of
eight groups. For the purpo~e Qf a preliminary approximation of
the problem, this rough analysi~ has the advantages of simplicity,
and it may prpvide valuable insights into the structure' of the case
stPdy. Two divisions' have been omitted: mining, beca;use it depends primarily ou"'liatural resources locatiqn, and c6nst~tion,
because it is a representation of regional rates of growth rat~r than
of specialization.
,
Manufadturing: It is clearly specialized in two areas: one, fhe
"Northern Manufacturing Belt," consisting mainly of New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Mi~higan, Illinois, and Wisconsin;
the ot1;ler, the "S9uthern Manufacturing Belt," consisting of North
Carolina, SOluth (L;aroliha, Tennessee, and Georgia. New England,
the firs~ industrialized area in the U.S., still s1f6ws positive SLD
indices but it is not clear whether this is all authentic spec.ialized
region since its (constant losses in manufacturing employment indicate that it is at vestige of the paleotechnical age.
.,.
The Northe~ Manufacturing Belt reaches an impressiye total of
8,55, adding their SLD. indices (and 10.40 if New E;ngland is in~
eluded), while the S011thern' Belt reaches a total~of 1.5). The
highest single value is 1.77 in Indiana. The rest of the country
shows nO positive indices of specialization:
Transportation and Public Utilities; At first glance there/"is, no
clear distributional pattern of specialization, and the highest state
value is only a modest 1.10 in Texas. For this sector an historical
persPrctive is as necessary as' the structural yiewpoint. The pnited
Stat~ has qeen~ populated by a demographIc mov.ement wh~ch advancep westward, occupying bands of territory at certain Reriods.
Thusfa spatial analysis of t.he U.s.. following the direction tof the
meric\ians rfveal~ that there is consistency in the pattern lof the
speci~izat~'n in transp. ortatjo,n. activities because each stage,'in the. ,
move~1ent to tpe west onglllated nodes to handle the flow of
peopl~ an . commodities.. This is not unlike the way'tidal waters
''I
<
./,
k
11
Ieavefmpr~~tsonroc
s.
,.'.~
. The firs~.N-S band is along the Atlantic states, where New York,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia '!odd up to 1.31
in their SLD indices. The second band occurs along the'Mississippi
<r
River, covering -Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, '-l\-lissouri, T enmessee,
Arkansas, and Louisiana, with a tQtal SLD value of 2.13. (Clearly, '
the eastern part of Texas could be included in the area, due to its
'orientation to the Gulf movements, but the level of aggregatiion of ,;
the spatial units does not allow for further analysis.)
.
I
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The third band' is in the midwest, occupying North pakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahotna, and Texas,"reaching an SLID value
of 1.89; In the far west, Montana, Colorado, Wyoming arid New
Mexico reach 0.53; and finally Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada,
.and Utah have a {ofal of 0.31.
j¥The ,aggregate total values of SLD indices: increase from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, and, then decrease continuously to the
Pacific.;
1
.
Wholesale and Retail Trade:: This sector sQows a randoITvdistribution over the area west of the Mississippi River. It is logi~al that
no conclusion on the Iocational distribution of specialized a~tivities
can be obtained gec~use wholesale and retail trade establishments
are not oriented to se~ve the total country, but ,rather a local market.
The consistency f~untl in positive values in the western states might
not be a reaLindex ofi specialization but only of "inefficiency." The
sparse populaitiot:t and low densities 'of these states would force a
'higher raho of e!J.1plo~ees to dollar sales.
Finance, Jnstiftli1ce~ and Real Estate: The analysis indicates that,
mil
this sector is overwhelmingly located in New York, with a v~ry
high SLD jndex of 7.72-the highest in all sectors. Furthermore, the
addition of. smaller specialized concentrations in Massachusetts,
Connectic.ut, and the District of Columbia results in a total 8,72
, index for the Atlantic seaboard.
tJ The rest of the coul}try sh(h~s only relatively small values-;in
., Florida (real estate?) 0.8; California o. 56; Illinois 0.52; MissQuri
0.34; and a few other states with insignificant indices.
Service and Miscellaneous:~The pattern of the previous sector is
repeated again, with the Atlantic Seaboard having a 5.05 ,inde~, as a
resultof theadditipn of New York (3.04 ), P~nnsylvania, Massachu-.
. setts,Maryland-D.q, Vermont, and Rhode Island. In the rest of
. the country, only CaJifornia 1.03, Florida 0"78, Nevada 0.35 (recreation? j, an~ Missouri 9.23, need be mentioned. "
Government: ~smay be expeeted, the D.C. area shows the aargest
cencentration, with an index of 2.06 (and 2.38 if Virginia is added) ..
In the west, California has a value of 1.03; while most"'of the
western and souJhern states have a low positive index of specialization.
'
.
.
I

,

.~ i

~

'It ~s.necessary now to bring back the r~suJts of the aggregate analysis of the previous section, where it was ou
hat there are two
physical type~ of urban areas: the Lineal Urban egion-the At~
!antic seaboard-and the Metropolis.
.

"
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The Lineal Urban Region specializes mainly in Finance-Insu
-anee-Real Estate, in Services-Miscellaneous, and iIlt Government
sectors that sefve the whole country. It has speCialization in Trans
.portation and Utilities, although it is not the national dominan
, concentration. Finally, there is a small index of specialization i
Manufacturing, although the aggregation level of the analysis do
not clarify whether this means a simple orientation to the regiona
demand or. production along a narrow specialized subsector ori
ented to a wider market.
Tlfe Metropolis can be defined as an Indqstrial Metropolis if it i
specialized in Manufacturing oriented to the national market-Pitts
burgh, Detroit, Clevela~d, Chica~o-or as a Regional Metropoli
if it is .specialized in TransportatIon, becoming a center for th
hinterland or a node along a movement flow-Chicago, St. Louis,
New Or~ns, Kansas City. This type may also show a small ind
in Fin~ce-Insurance-Real Estate, .in Service, or in Governrnen~
but'oriented, of course, to the nearby region.
;
. It is possible that in some cases an Industrial~Regional Metropolis
may be combined-as it is, for example, in Chicago.
.

I
I
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IV. ROLE AND TYPOLOGY OF URBAN AREAS
;,

'.

The previous empirical studies suggest that, demographically and
economically, there are two urban types emerging: the Lineal Urban
Region and the Metropolis. Functionally, these studies show that
there is a locational specialization of economic'sectors over the coun·
try, with a clear correlation betwee~ urban ,types and'specialized
. functions. Both our analyses lead to a preliminary recognition of at
least the following urbap typology: Lineal Urban R<;:gion, Industrial
:MetropoJis, and Regional Metropolis. Also, it is now possible to
make explicit the three variables that define the "Role" of an urban
'area: spatial10cation, economic function, and area of influence.
The concept of the role of urban areas permits, for example, the
recognition of the differences betw.een specialization in specifiC; sec·
tors of production oriented towards a range of areas of influence I(na·
tional or regional) and between locations with variable accessililility
to the national market. An evaluation of urban areas with diff~rent
roles would probably show that they also have different charac~eris.
tics in terms of urban. structure and of the direction, rate, and (!:Om·
position of the processes of urban growth and chang~. This implies
that different roles would create different urban characteristics Iand
that ~o longer would one citybe like another. Specializati9n is
)
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creating lJrban types to satisfy the emerging roles in the developed
economic space; ~'hUS the postindustrial city appears.
.
All this has im ortant implications for the planning process:
a. Forecasti'ng is not only dependent on metropolitan or regional,
data but also on riational data, if and where there is a 'relev,ant national role. tP • - ,
.
b. Forecasting cannot extrapolate the existing urban structure because there may be an eIEerging (and different) urban structure,
co~ditioned by the urban role.
~. Forecastihg. cannot isolate a' city if it is part of a larger conce~tration, 'such as the Lineal Urban Region.
i e recognition of the emergence of the postindustrial city does
no mean an eventual transfonn~tion of all urb.an areas. H.istorical
pr cesses tend, to overlap and to allow the survIval of prevIous syste~s that have ada'pted to the new environment. Moreover, the
. sc ematic anal~is ~f the pre.vious sections s?ows that ~nly selected'
are, s are experiencmg a radIcal transforrnatIon~the Lmeal Urban,
Rekion, for example. Others are experiencing only limited transformations~the Industriai and Regional Metropolis.. The process of
change has to be selective in order to be effective.
The market town of the preindustrial age became the Regional
Center of the industrial age, and only a few areas saw the emergence
of the Metropolis. Similarly, in the postindustrial age, some Regional Centers are becoming Regional Metropolises, some old
metropolis~s are becoming exclusively Industrial Metropolises, and
finally the Lineal Urban Region, inade up of selected existing urban
areas and new additiqns, is now emerging.
.
The Lineal Urbani Region can be theoretical~y interpreted ,as one
sector of high activity in the Losch locational scheme.1LThe similarity with this becop-1es obvious by studying a map of the Atlantic
seaboard~the "MegiIlopolis." This map shows a lineal stmcture,
with centers along it W.here distance and size are inversely correlated,
an~ with a hexagon~l systeJ.ll o~ r~ads linking it to the re¢ of the
regIon (half of the s~stem IS :ehmmated by the ocean). There are
severaL advantages i~ this urban prototype of the Ljneal Urban
Region.
:
_,
.
First are the economies of concentration, relevant for the specialized sectors, and especially important in terms of the'so-called
:/urban" and "interfirm" economies. It is clear that this urban region
IS sp~ci:~.lizing in the most sophisticated sectors of production; that
is, where the economies of concentration have more weight. It also,
happens that the tertiary sectors are experiencing a more rapid rate

~
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of growth, as is to be expected in a postindustrial society.
Second are the possibilities of internal specialization among th
nuclei of the. urban region. This would increase the efficiency 0
production by potentiatihg the economies of concentration.
Third is the possibility of disjointed growth and change. Each
nucleus-that is, old city or metropolis-can experience its own
process of growth and change; but also the -total system cal) grow
by adding new Ii~leL The independence of these processes does
not mean isolation but flexibility. On the other hand, the interdependence of the total system is indicated by the effect of tIle change
of one element on the rest.
Fourth is the maximization' of "centrality." Since there is no
single center any more, as in the isolated metropolis, the emergence
of several ce9ters is pOSSib.Ie. The hierarchy of centers would then
rlOt only be ~xpressed by size but also by quality, due to the trend
to internal specialization.
.

.'
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This concept was developed by Fran~ois Pei-roux; see his "Economic
Space: Theory and Applications," in Regional Development and Planning,
Friedmann and Alonso, eds., (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1964).
2. \Villiam \Varntz, Toward a Geography of Price (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1959).
3. Adapted from Bela Balassa, Theory of Economic Integration (Homewood,
Illinois: Irwin, 1961).
.
4- In Norton Ginsburgh, Atlas of Economic Development (Chicago: Univer·
sity of Chicago Press, 1961).
. .
_
5. Giersch, "Economic Union between Nations and the Location of IndusI:ry," Review of Economic Studies~ NO.2.
6. Eric Lampard, "History of Cities in the Economically Advanced Areas,"
EconomIc Development and Cultural Change (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1955;, p. 3. This has been corroborated for the agricultural production in
the U.S.A.; see my Location and Regions: Agricultural Land Us~ in an Inte·
grated Economy, Papers in Theoretical Geography, Harvard University, 1968.
7. See specially: J. Q. Stewart and William Warntz, "Physics of Population
. Distribution," Journal of Regional Science, Summer, 1958; William Wamtz,
:"The Topology of a Socio·Economic Terrain and Spatial Flows," Regional Sci·
ence Association Papers, Nov. 1965; and Walter Isard, Methods ot Regional
Analysis (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960), chapter 11.
.
8. This is extensively discussed in my Location and Region: Agriculttiral
Land Use in an Integrated Economy, op. CIt.
9. This is due in part to the "unequal" per capita income distribution in the
country's regions. Among the many works, see specially William W!lIntz, Macro·
geography. and Income Fronts (Philadelphia: Regional Science Research In·
stitute, 1965).
10. August Losch, Economics ot Location (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1954).
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Daniel W. Cook

Cosmopolis: A New G:;ities Proposal
I

The people of the United States once lived on farms and in small
towns, About seventy percent of t"ir descendants now are gathered
into 212 large metropolitan areas. This article proposes new cities as
the third singe for the arrangement of population within the con. tinental United States. -Fiscal devices for smooth transition. to an,
automated ccolilOZPY could be incorporated into new cities. Foi
example, residents of a new city could own stock in automatecr_
enterprises located there.
of the Republic, Americans have dreamed of /'
building a great civilization, a society where people 'devote their
energies and creative instincts to pursuing the good life for all. Today we are a metropolitan society. But our existing metropolitan
areas display symptoms of disease and decadence. Our enormous
megalopolises continue to expand, but they are characterized by
miles of slums, scattered suburban wastelands, snarled and snarling
. traffic, poisonous air, poverty, and depressirg ugliness. As people
from rural areas and smaller towns' continue to pour into metropolitan areas, a hostof new social and economic iIIs sprout. Our present
attempts to cope with mehopolitan problems chase people from
their homes and businesses as Ithe bulldozers of "urban renewa1"
replace slums with'prison-like middle-income housing barracks.
Parks and scenic arecis are chewed ug and spat out as super freeways .,
push through the cit~scape. Outer 'new town" slurbs sprawl a~ross
nature's land as exurpanites seek open space. Bureaucracy grows as
p~ople beco~e ~ogs ~n the wheels of forward motion. W orkers ~re
laid off as machmes ~nd computers assume the tasks of productIOn,
and control. In sh(ut,lwe are a sick metropolitan society.
Projections~of .()ur~future urban pop.ulation growth indicate that •
by the year 2000 abo t 90 percent of our 350 to 400 miIIion people
will be living withjn ur existing metropolitan regions. Dr. Harrison
Brown of the Califo nia Instit~te of Technology p.redicts a'U .S.
population' of a least Ene billion people by the year 2075. He, along.
with many other eXPfrts in the field of urbanization, foresees two,
SINCE THE FOUNDING
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continuous urban conurbations, one running down the East Coast,
the other along the West Coast. Other super strip "cities" are expeCted to emerge along the Culf Coast, the Creat Lakes, and per-haps along the front range of the Rockies. This then, if we accept
trends, projections, and expert prognoses, is the shape of the future
-the horror of "monsteropolis."
.
We don't have to accept this fate as inevitable. Nor should we
consciously plan for it. We should not delude ourselves by thinking
that the answers to our present and 'future urban messes will be
provided by the magic of metropOlitan planning, massive urban
renewal, or even satellite new towns. What is needed is to chart a
new course for building a new kind of urban civilization.
An alternative tQ the predicted spread of megalopolis could be the
e~actment of a National Urban Policy favoring the development of
planned new metropolises. The objective of such a policy would be
to encourage a substantial portion,of, our population growth away
from present metropolitan regions to wholly new c~ntral cities.
During thy next half-century at least 100 new metro-cities could be
built in diverse locations throughout the United States. They could
be developed upon surplus Federal Public Domain Lands and non· ,
J pro~uc~ive private lands in the west, the plains states, the east, and
thero~h.
The new cities could be planned for populations ranging. from
500,000 to 3,000,000. They could be constructed where land, water,
scenery, c1imate,and accessibility sqggest. At least two new metro:"
po1itan cities could be begun each year during the next 50 years.
Fortunately, the more than ~ 78 million' acres of vacant Federal .
Public Domain lands in the -western states offer many potential'
sites where new cities could be developed at no cost for land acquisition. With a projected population increase of 150 to 2.00 mil·
lion people during the next half century, a minimum of 100, million
people could be housed in these new cities if they averaged a l,llillion
. citizens each. This would still allow for substantial additions to our I
present metropolitan re~ons and viable smaller towns.
. The concept of the Cosmopolis is that of a cosmopolitan city,
conceived in the Space Age, with finite limits. Its economy would be
organized upon the principle of private property ownership for all,
equal opportunity for all to participate in the ownership of capitalistic production, and hence economic and social justice. It could be a
city of universal affluence. .
, Within the continental western states we have a vast~reservoir of
land~Jand for living as well as for open spa~' recreati n, wildlife,

j
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ani~al prodn~tion, minerals, watershed, and timber. The United

0t

States Bureau Land Management, part of the Department of the.
Interior, administers about 178 million acres of land in these states.
Parcels of apout 100,000 acres could be set aside for new urban
growth and develbpment centers. If 60 to 80 sites can be found in
il?st the .'Yestern states, the~ ?nly six to eight million acres of the
PFesent 111,ven.tory of 178 mIllIon acres would need to be cOlilverted
t~ urban pses. This. would leave 170 1lli11ion acre,Lfor additional
n~w~ities;'o]j>en spac:, conservation, and oth~~ appropriate activities.
It IS mqre,econoITllcal to construct new CItIes than to attempt to
r~build ex:isting cities ip a "total urban renewal" program for the
next 20 fear~. ,A reasonable estimate suggests that we can constkuct
, over one hUlildred new cities designed for an average population of
1,000,000. persons for a cost of about $1,000 billion-much less than
h~lf the cost for a total urban renewal effort. This does not mean,
i.

.'----

~
~
•
,
-

EXISTING
METROPOlITAN AREAS
PROPOSED
NEW CITIES·
•
. COSMOPOlItAS, TilE FIPST 4
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however, ..
that we should not continue to rebuild and revitalize our
present citles.
A primary cost item for both renewal and fringe growth is land,
and land for urban redevelopment projects 'is the most expensive,
Clear d land in urban renewal project areas, after acguisition, demolitio ,and site preparation, usually sells for a mininium of $!00,000 ~
pe acre and can go as high as $1,000,000 per acre. Raw suburban
I d, readily available for new development near the fringes of our
ajor metropolitan centers, typically goes for $4000 to $20,000 pet
a reo This price pattern is one of the major reasons for the suburban
sprawl of the past 25 years. But if Public Domain lands were utilized,
the land would be fre~. No bond issues or special taxes would be
needed for acquiring school sites, park areas, or rights of way for
freeways, streets, and utilities. Also, each new city could be pre- I
planned for community facilities and transportation routes. Finally,
special urban development corporations could have the primary
responsibility for actually building each project city. The economic
advantages of modern technology and management techniques,
along with advanced planning, could provide further economies in
the urbanization process.
.
The new metropolis program, ifimaginativeIy executed, could:
1) increase the efficienc}"'Of our economy by adaptirg production
to marker areas rather than tieing it to natural resource de- .
posits or cheap transportation areas;.
I
2) create millions of new property owners, jobs., and entrepreneurialopportunities;
3) 'decentralize the concentrated pattern of depision making, now
prevalent in our society. The concentration of economic power
and 'political authority is a danger to political and economic
freedom. Big government and big business directly and indirectly account for about 80% of the jobs, and nearly 7010
of all productive activity of the United States is lodged in the
top 500 corporations. The Cosmopolis program, with its attendant economie reforms, could distribute economic and
political power more widely;
4) compete with existing cities and metropolitan areas, thereby
accelerating action for massive improvement in all our major
cities, as well as slowing their growth by attracting part of I
their population to new urban centers;
5) distribute minority groups more evenly throughout the United
States, and provide new "ground-floor" opportunities for the
I
disadvantaged to participate in the economy.

~
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Many economic and social innovations could be integrated into
the development of each cosmopolis. For instance:
1. Initiation of an urban hom~stead land grant system. This pro- .
gram, after state acquisition of the city site,.would grant free land to
individual~ and businesses fot use as homes, apartments, businesses,
office, industries, etc. Since the city would be totally preplanned,
these homestead land grant parcels would have to be developed according to ~p_e Masth Plan before title to owne!ship wOUll.d be
granted. ThIS prograili would help the poor acquIre land, dIffuse
the ownership of private real property, and aid in the creat[on of
thousands of new capitalists-just as the original 1862 Homestead
..j\ct preated many new capitalists in the agricultural sector ~f the
economy.'
,
. ,
2. Enabling legislation for chartering special Urban 1)evelopment
Corporations. New Fity building companies would operate like public utUity companids. Their profits would be regulated, and their
ownership broadly distr~buted. These c~rporations should ~e pri-.
vateIy financed and. owned by a broadly diffused stockholder 'group
domposed mainly of future citizens of each new city. The corporations couldb~ charged with developing and precisely planning the
new cities, COllstructing buildings for sale or lease, and operating as
prime contractors. Their organization could be similar to that 4)f
thejCommumwations Satellite Corporation; and similarly fina~ed.
3. Particip~ion of national industrial, finan~ial, and construction
corporations. American industry, when called upon, has responded
to a variety of challenges. It will respond to a new domestic program
of urban development if it is given the proper incentives, governmentallegislaitio~, and public support.
'--4. Creation of a life expectancy renewal fund, or a sinJsjng fund to
depreciate the replacement cost of buildings for automatic private
l/urban renewal." Upon the issuance of a building permit, the estimated life expectancy of thel building would be determineC\l! If a
structure had!.a 5o-year life hpect'ancy, l/soth of the estii'pated
.future replacement cost (less 6% compound interest) would/be deposited annually in a municipal trust fund for continuous ~invest
ment in publ!ic improvements and mortgages. These replacement
funds would be part of the value of the structure, so that ownership
would transfer from property to property in fair excliarige .value.
This fund coucrd also be used for periodic maintenance and remodeling. The adva~tages of this are that all private structures would have
a time limit on. their existence; the money for replacementwopld he
automatically ~ccumulated for each owner, at a fair rate of "nings
-
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in a trust fund; and continuous private renewal would take place,
, thus eliminating the need for future Federal urban renewal or slum
clearance projects.
.
5. Replacing our present system of annual propertY taxes with a
local system of graduated capital gains taxes, prim~rily levied upon
real property capital gains. A graduated scale geared to the magnitude of capital gain realized either through sale or trade could pro-.
vide local revenues for financing functions of government at the
, 10calleve1. A graduated capital gains tax ranging from 10% to 90%
would discourage speculation, would tax unearned increments of
value rather than productive outputs of wealth, and would tend to
maintain the price of real estate at a lower leve1. By controlling'
urban land inflation, the incentives for surburban sprawl would be
checked and the necessity for overcrowding the land because of its
high acquisition cost wQuld be ameliorated. The graduated capital
gains tax would also have the effect of discouraging excessive capital
accumulations based on unearned increments of land value and of
encouraging diffused ownership'Qf real property.
6. A functional school system w4ich would tr'!Jin a person how'to
be a businessman, how to {mild a 'house, how to acquire a saleable
vocation, how to develop civilized skills 'for city living. The poor. .
settler, given the "Homestead Land," the house plan, and the
"sweat-equity" procedure for hom¥wnership, n\1usfalso be given
th~ values and the know how for living in a city, and the. skills--f9f
either obtaining a good job or for going into business for himself.
If the other programs, i.e., "grubstakje," or "new ~apitalist" finance
plans are to ~ork effectively, the people must be educated for utilizing such'programs. '
I
7. The establishment of social adjustment centers in each community. These centers, properly staffed, would re-educate and rehabilitate deprived persons moving to the city fr~m other areas.
The'objective would be to take the "slum" out of people through
und.erstand~ng and education before a new slum could develop.
8. Creatio,n of a C-€1pitalist Economic Development Exchange, to
operate under principles similar to the "grubstake" system of the
old West. This institution would ~nance or "grubsta:ke" individuals
in the development of new enterprises. It would provide capital fOf
businessmen, inventors, scientists, artists anq writers, in return for
a share .of future profits. This institution, however, would be required to keep investing funds in n€w enterprises. Earnings would
be continuously rcinvested in order to provide a continuous flow of .
funds to finance "new capitalists." In effect, a revolving fund of
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financial resources would be created for assisting the city's new ~
citizens in becoming businessmen, owners of income produciqg
private propetty, or successful creators.
' \,
.'
,-9. Creation of a Capital Diffusion Insurance CorporatioIlt at the
Federal level which would insure'loans to workers andoth~r qualiI
fied "non-capitalists" for the purchase of income produCing security
portfolios cOIilsisting of diversified stocks, bonds, mortgages, and
real property. Its function would ,be to assist those who may not be
able to participate actively in the economy (either as an employed
worker or en(repreneur due to automation and economic change)
to participate:jn wealth production as owners of income producing,
capital. In other words, this government corporation, s.imilar in .
,concept to the. F.H.A., would insure loans made to the new city
-residents by ~he existing commercial banking system for the purchase of shares of stock. Citizens ,moving into the new cities would
be eligible to purchase stock in those corporations locating.£acilities
in these same inew cities on a "financed-capitalist" basis. They would
become co-owners of the industries creating the economic base of
the new cities.
. ~
~-:S<
10. Encou$g,ement, through proper legislative policy apd tax r
induoemend,' of profit sharing and equity shari1!g .plans in mature
corporations which might establis.h new plants or other facilities in
these new cities. J"his would primarily benefit employees who retire
/
early because of automation. The corporation would benefit indirectly from
recirculation of these funds within the local com(UD,iIY,
,.'
..
'
."
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John McHale
The, Future City (s) : Notes On A Typology .
I Traditionally, the city has been, an aggregation of facilities, for

.. various functionr- production and warehousing and sales and gover~·
ment and religi<ln,' etc. Because of rapid communication a~d transportation, urban functions are becoming di~persed over the countrysiCJe. The affluent, long-lived modern person enjoys a number of
lifestyles and avocations, concurrently and consecutively. Therefore, special purpose cities are needed. Each would be a place where
a different life style of its mobile population could be exercised.
has been made with the culture of cities, and attempts
have been made to restore and re-create supposedly v~able elements
of past fOrms to'revitalize the older city cores or to provide a basis
for the development of new uroo: for instance, the neighborhood
concept, the piazza, the cultural center, or more recently the ,"warm
slum." M9st of these schemes stem .from a nostalgia for the good '
life as pursued in some relatively ideal past. They ·are creditable
but piecemeal efforts to restore an obsolete model, a model which'
is not conceived in terms of current human needs and future trends
in living requirements.
,
The .latent model in most planning and most considerations of
the future city is curiously restricted to the traditional version of
the multipurpose city-a static agglomeration of commercial enterprise, industrial production and distribution points related to material transportation and warehousing. Urban living was tucked into
the interstices of a system for earning a living or controlling the
production and flow of m~terial goods. But it has. not been seriously
considered that "the city may stop evolving as a multifunctional ag- '
gregate, that it migh~ take many special forms for varied so~ial.
purposes.
The earliest cities were settlements, locally static aggregates that
provided a focus for dispersed hamlets and villages which were distributea horizontally over the landscape and interconnected with.
foot trails, carriage roads, canals, etc. The form, size and functional
relationship of these settlements were determined by local geogra~
MUCH PLAY
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phy, food supply, and human mobility. The cities in. this settlement
phase of urbap development were central depositories of power, ,of
specializ~d s~iIls, and of wealth in' agricultural .surpluses .stored
against futur~ needs or in. royallreligiousrtreasure and other syti1- I
bolic wealth. ;They also functioned in the administrative and trading netwdrks i as exchange. and market points. They were often
walled-in fort,resseAvhich could survive for varying periods as au...;
tonomous units under seiger The ecology of such preindustrial cities
was relatively ,stable. Their maximal growth was governed by such
factors as putiIic health, sanitation, and food supply, all of which
'
. ,
limited them tp a particular size and IdeatIOn.
The above IS a synoptic abstractiol1 of city form. But we should'
remember that, from earliest times, other city forms co-existed with
it. For example, large e!lcIosures of many types developed not as
living centers but as religious and ceremonial centers: Stonehenge,
the Egyptian ~ities of the dead, the American Indian cities constructed for dommumil religious functions. There are the more
recent examples of Angkor Wat and the pilgrimage centers of
11ecca and Vatican C i t y . '
,
.
In our own; period we may also note various types _of partially
specialized forms: the capital cities, such as Washington, London,
Moscow, Paris~ which are both ceremonial and administrative centers, and which contain a r~idence for-the Chief Dignitary; the
manufacturing city often identified with a product, such as Detroit;
the neutral meeting place and conference center of Geneva, which
also functions as an international wealth depository; or communications cities, suc\h as New York and Los Angeles. A remarkahly pure
form is Las Vegas as the fun or recreative city-the pop spa-carry,ing on the spedalized purposes of socially recreative activities, of
"display and ostentation, which Were previously available in Bath,
.
.Carlsbad, and ~aratoga.
. Much of the implosive c,ompacting of large niImbers of- people
; and many types of urban f~.mction into a small area occurred in the
.nineteenth .century under the accelerated pressures of industrializ,ation. This specific evolution of the urbs has continued into the "
pos!iQdustrial period and shows signs of grave instability and ob- '
solescence. Both, the settlement type and the transitiona:I nine~
teenth-centuty multifunctional form stre~s long-term,locoupancy
and a fixed centrality. Now, on the other hand, we have vastly. increased mobility. in certain age ranges, increased deployment of advanced technological service facilities, with an accompanying trend
towards the de¢entralization of many hurp.an activities. With p,res-

~
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ent transportation and communication capacities, a center can be
anywhere-even in' orbit around the earth. In terms of these capacities, the standard of living which was previously only available in
cities may now be enjoyed in remote areas, and the services of the
city are now available without the need to go iilsicle the city walls.
Even so, the city is tending to become a specialized service center
rather than a multifunctional manufacturing, processing, and distribution unit. This accords with the shift of major industry away from the city, and with the shift within industry itself-from a
production orientation to a serviced and maintained supply orientation. Products may be manufactured in astronomical runs with less
and lessinp'ut of human and mechanical energies. The major public
or private production utility is therefore less concerned with the
creation of products .than with their use-life in various consumption/rental/service cycles.
The displacement of production and warehousing from the city
and their mobile deployment over widely separated areas is matched
by increasing human mobility. This occupational, economic, and
social zpobility requires, in turn, the diversified use of a greater number of facilities. Again, this is marked by the trends in new service
ipdustries,' such as rentals. Increased physical mobility constrains.
: owne:FShip and encourages temporary use/coI}sumption-time relations to equipment, space, and other facilities. Mobile service/
rental now extends, from drive-in banks, movies, and churches, to
renting a car, a dinner service, a bridal gown, a set of family heirlooms, or a pair of skis.
Associated with these trends, and important from the environ1( ,mental planning viewpoiQt, is the demand for 24-hour availability
of some of the above services, while many of OUf urban concepts
are still tied to agricultural time: There is a growing diversity of
spaces and service facilities specifically devoted to a widening range
of lif~ styles. This proliferation of life styles requires, in turn, an increasing number of social milieux-the beauty'parlor, lau~dromat,
pool, lounge, church, bowling alley, or "singles" bar-all of which
afford opportuoities for different social interactions, both casual and
fu~~.

.

This increasing range and flexibility of life style is a key issue in
any typology of future city requirements. The widest diversity of '
life style options is probably displayed in the young single or young
married age range. The youth culture also offers am extraordinary
range of mutually inclusive life stylings, each with its appropriate
dress, location~ communications, ~nd spatial mode. Other examples
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of highly mobile and differentiated life styles may be ~oted in, for
example:
(i) air line flight' personnel, with their extended physical an~ ..
psychophysical mobility, their around-the-clock environmental requirements, and their,socialflexibility;
(ii) corporat~ staffs, scientisfs, technologists, etc., w~ose occupa:
tionaI/re$idential location often· yary from year to year, with
lrequent in-year m~ility to conventions, m·eetings, task
forces, and projects;
(iii) the new proper1:Y.-,c1ass of prqfessionals, whose ibtellectual assets are amortize-aagainst frequent forays into different tasks,
milieux, distant geographical 'locations: government/busi. n~ss/uni~€rsity consultants, communications people, politiCIans; .
'
.
~v) t~e: st~deJ>]ts, an eco~omically id~r:ttifia~le group whos~ ~o
. bIhry. IS nOW recognIzed as financIally Important by aIrlme,
, hotelling, recreational, and other service industries;
(
(v) the new leisure activities Of almost all social sectors, as expressed in their increased use of recreative and travel facilities.
Generally speaking" the important implications of life styles for
environment~d p'lapning are: (1) the co-existent requirements of a
number of styles by the individual; (2) mobility, both social and
physical; (3) tIt fact that the number and diversity of' styles
varies with age; (~) institutions have diverse styles: the family. s an
institution haf a; quantitative and qualitative diffeFence in its s i
from the bank, the womens' club, or the veterans' association. . .
/
With reservations, 0!1e may st~te !h:,lt. the life style m~Pfin~ of
age, as well as o~cupatIonal and InstItutIonal roles In theu vanous
physical, RSychophysical and social aspects is a crucial part of the
conceptual modelling of the future city. Much of our thinking is
still oriented to the city as a center in an agricultural and fixed'
society, or andn transition throughearly industrialization in which
occupations, social roles, functions, institutions and their requirements. are a~so t~d to industrial producti.on and to the. creation 9f '
matenal artIfacts. Weare now, however,'m the developmg phase of
successive industrial revolutions in which refined electronic means
are displacing most of the previous time, energy, and spatial relationships which were the guidelines of our thinking. Many of our
u!ban facilities cne still tied to agricultural time-to local dawn-todu.skusage Or to othe~ pre-el~ctron.ic periodi~ity-and are n? longer
\'
swted to a world SOCIety whIch, because of Its global nature, fUIH::(
tions around the' clock. Similarly, the city as lodestone for earning I
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a 'higher living is no longer operative within "the present trend to
automated, dispersed production, distribution, and service facilities
whose location requires no such relatively massive labor concentrations as did the nineteenth-century city.
In fact, we are already in the instant city phase where we need no
longer be restrained from diversity and flexibility by massive energy
investment in visible c~mcrete rock piles or in underground sewer
pipes, wires, and ductirig systems. We can avoid future problems of
urban renewal, congestion, and d~slocation by designing for required density and frequency of use changes, for expendability, for
expansion and con~raction, in a manner which exploits our present
range of mobile environme~tal controls-from oceanli'ners to huge
air transports to orbiting m'ulti-mantled satellites.
'Ve may therefore suggest that much of our present concern with
designing and planning the ideal city is indeed misdijected. We
should rather reconceptualize our model of the urbs and reduce our
level of abstraction to allow for a large number of possible and
alternate models.
The typology given below is an ad hoc and approximate one. In
~its inclusion of -past forms it recognizes that many (j)f these are now
re-evolvingto fit emergent needs. Their renewed aspect lies in the
continuing viability, not of their cohIponentphysical elements, but
in the continuity of social and cultural requirements which they ,
serve. As evolutionary forms such past models were sidetracked or
destroyed by the swift impact of the first phases of industrialization.
Like many other social forms ~nd' human activities relegated to
marginal status in the survival economics of this period, they may
now return to a more central role.
.
."
The Ceremonial City-This' is now observable, in s&Cular form,
in the political and administrative capitals; but there are other s'ubcapitals for various lecal communal ce):emonies, public.9bservances
,and events. One may note that. such centers ,may be adopted by a
social group as their spiritual center: San Francisco as the recent
hippie venue for collective ceremonies; or the ceremonial capital,
ma~ be a shifting one as with the Olympic Games or a World's
Fair, requiring often, in the latter case, the construction of ah an·
cillary instant city to accommqdate specialized events. TlJe U:~.
may be also considered such a icenter. insofar as its function is to
provide a stage for the collective ceremonial observances of the wor~d
community.
"
The University City-It exists where either the older form has
continued its sustained growth or where such ~enters, have been
G
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created by the establishment of new universities, coneges; and in- ,
stitutes.These latter centers have often peen set up in relatively
remote locations and are capable of further development. Such .
city centers for learning provide high frequency group interaction
and access to complex centralized equipment. Obviously our present
technologies allow the most flexibly dispersed learning, and the university city recognizes the both/and rather than the either/or approachtoeducCJ.tion.
..
The Scientific City-It is usually an outgrowth of th~ above form
but-it has sometimes evolved as an aggregate of research and development efforts sq.ch as those involving atomi,c energy. Many exist as
international cooperative forms, as in the weather stations and research units. in Antarctica. Concerned more with tJ"le ptoduction of
new intellechlal capital, such cities, though now only in embryo
form, may be expected to grow in numbers and importance. The
ability to' process information or to produce new knowledge has
J begun to replace the older indices of matelrial capability such as the
C.N.P.; and we now speak in terms of It & D inve$tment, brain
drains, or techll1ologicalgaps to define the status and productive
capacityof couMries apd regions.
The Festival: City or Arts City-It could obviously be related to
!he ~niversity pr Ceremonial ~apitals, b~t it shows,signs-of devel?pmgan autonorpous form. As In the revIval of Edmburgh, Vemce,
Salzburg, old dty forms are given a new functional life by their fit
to an emergen~' social requirement. There is also a tendency for each
cultural sector'l:o develop its own network of festival cities: the film
festivals run an annual and global gamut with various 'fixed ceremonial observance centers such as Cannes as the high point of their
festiv..al calendatr, and the arts festivals have their'biennials and triennials al~ocated to various status spots around the world. ~ ,
The Recreation or "Fun City"-Already noted as one'"of its purest
examples is Las Vegas, but the whole of the Cqte d'Azur, the Costa
Brava, or the Miami Strip are similar. The degree of specialization
may extend to the 'ski.city, the sea city, or the theatre/opera city.
Again, obviollSly, there is an overlap in function with other city
forms, but we ha~e a sufficient number of specifically vacation,
leisure, or recreat~ve centers to postulate that they require a dififerent
plan.'
;
I }
.. The Communications City-rAgain, this may also be functionally
a part of th~ Capital or the University city. New York is now the
center for the communications industries of television, radio, newspapers, adyertising, publishing, etc. Mpst of the oldermulti-func\
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tional cities also encompass this:funcflton, but often at an increasing
cost to other urban ne~ds and with decfread efficiency in the.com.'
.
. .:. . . .
munications area.'
The Convention/Conference City- any of the care facilities
of major cities-their hotels, railroads nd air networks, and ancil-'
lary services-now depend for their major revenues on the conven·
tions or conferences which bring in thousands of transients. Where
cities are not well suited to serve this function or 'are inadequate in
other regards, the major airports are now beginning to take on this .
specialized conference/convention job. Other types of Eonference
city centers have sprung up in vacation cities, in relatively isplated
rural locations, or on such mobile platforms as the Delos Conference Cruise, an early paradigm for the floating conference city.
The Museum City-This i~ the city in and of history~d there
are many examples. The main capitals come immediately ~ind,
but there are countless smaller and purer exampl~. There is also the
growing number of actual or reconstructed historical sites around
which faciIiti~s for. the tourist, the scholar, and .the casual visitor
grow: Williamsburg and Angkor Wat are distapt .in time anq space
but share more functional features than do Paris and Chicago.
Within a 1J1useum city, one may envisage the future tourist or student trying to live in the past. The museum city or restored archaeological site becomes a kim:~ of psychophysical time machine within
which the individual or group may choose to re-enact or re-experience the human condition in a variety of historical periods. The .
trend is already perceptible, for example, in' Williamsbmg, and to a
lesser degree in the lise of castles, monasteries, and even ancient
prisons as tourist hotels.
The Experimental City-Presently enjoying a vogue, this concept
.needs to be extended not only toward forms within which tthe physical and social functions of urban living may' be experimentally
studied-as in a controlled laboratory environment-but towards' a
range of experimental situations. We need, even more, o~her experimental situations where people may go to experimept socially: 0
to explore different life styles, different kinds of sociaLre1ationships,
'different tempos of living.
Such experimentation has always been inherent in the urban
form. The city was a place where a,man could escape the traditional
fixities of the rural enclave, where he could have access to a wider'
range of life style. 1}1e vacation city, the oceanliner, the convention
city, etc., now afford this function ina more explicit form. Already ~
a growing number of socially experimental"sommunities, often of
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the utopian type, exist in advanced countries. Drop City and Libre,
founded rece~tly by young pepole in the U.S., are the highly visible
manifestations of a great variety of such experimental communities
'established as alternatives to e.resent urban forms. Other experimental cities may take on t~e functions of the ,therapeutic or health
community or-ganized around \large -scale medical facilities, and
many "senior; citizens" communities have Iiecently developed their·
owp characteristics and activitIes..
'
The experimental cit', as we have seen, must be beyond the physical in its II conceptualization .and must t~ke irito account tme full
range of human idiqsyncratic requirements. TliIe "aseptic and well'
lighted place'~ of so much current city planning is certainly not accommodative, to the diversity of human pesires and proclivities.
Planning for those who fall ou,t of th~ normal range is relegated to
'how deviance may pe controlled and thtseaminess of the bohemias
and the bar strips avoided. Yet a considerable measure of aberranqe
may be expected in any human group. To plan .only for the control
and surveillamce of those areas of human behavior which do 'not
accord wit~preselt norms is not future but past-oriented.
t
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